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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF MISSISSIPPI

DAVID COX Appellant

versus NO.  2013-DP-0087

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI Appellee

BRIEF OF APPELLEE

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case arises from the January 2, 2010, murder of Wenda Holling in Hancock

County, Mississippi.  On January 18, 2011, an indictment was issued for the Appellant,

Timothy Nelson Evans as follows:

THE GRAND JURORS of the State of Mississippi, taken from the body of the
good and lawful citizens of Hancock County, duly elected, empaneled, sworn
and charged to inquire in and for the said State, County and District, at the
Term of Court aforesaid, in the name and by the authority of the State of
Mississippi, upon their oaths present that:

TIMOTHY NELSON EVANS

in Hancock County, Mississippi, on or about January 2, 2010,

did then and there willfully, unlawfully, feloniously and with or without
design, to effect death, kill and murder WENDA LAFERN HOLLING, a
human being, without authority of law, while in the commission of the crime
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and felony of Robbery, as defined by Section 97-3-73, Miss. Code of 1972, (as
amended), contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and provided,
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Mississippi.

CP. 9.  Jury selection began on August 19, 2013.  T. 508.  The jury was empaneled and over

the next week heard testimony and saw evidence.  T. 670-71.  On August 22, 2013, the jury

returned a guilty verdict.  CP. 704-05; T. 944.  On August 23, 2013, having heard testimony

from two mitigation witnesses, the jury returned a sentence of death.  CP. 713-15; T. 1053. 

The jury specifically found the following:

We, the jury, unanimously find from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that the

following facts existed at the time of the commission of the Capital Murder

1. That the defendant actually killed Wenda Lafern Holling.

Next we the jury, unanimously find that the aggravating circumstance
of:
1. The capital offense was committed for pecuniary gain during the

course of a robbery
exists beyond a reasonable doubt and is sufficient to impose the
death penalty and that there are insufficient mitigating
circumstance [sic] to outweigh the aggravating circumstance,
and we further find unanimously that the Defendant should
suffer death.

CP. 714-15. 

Thereafter, Evans filed a Motion for a New Trial and a hearing was held.  CP. 718-21;

T. 1058-1067.   The Motion was denied. CP. 784-85.  Evans then perfected this appeal of his

conviction and sentence, in which he raises ten (10) issues and numerous sub-issues for
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consideration by this Court.  In his own words, the Appellant’s enumerated issues1 are as

follows:

I. Having expressly ordered Evans evaluated for competency, trial
court reversibly erred by failing to hear and adjudicate the
question of Evans’s competency.  

II. The jury selection process was constitutionally inform and
requires reversal of Evans’s conviction and sentence of death.

III. Issues with the jury, exacerbated by its apparent inability to
follow judicial instructions, also infected the trial itself with
reversible error.  

IV. The trial court committed reversible evidentiary error at both
phases of the proceedings.

V. Evans’s conviction and sentence must be reversed because of
the prosecutor’s misconduct in making constitutionally proper
and prejudicially inflammatory closing arguments.

VI. The trial court deprived Evans of his constitutional rights at the
culpability phase of the trial by refusing his requested
manslaughter instructions and granting the State’s requested
instructions on “one continuous transaction” and voluntary
intoxication.

VII. The trial court’s erroneous sentencing phase instructions require
vacation of the death sentence and remand for a new sentencing
proceeding

VIII. The death sentence was imposed in violation of the United
States constitution.  

IX. The death sentence in this matter was is constitutionally and
statutorily disproportionate.  

1  For purposes of brevity, the State omitted the numerous sub-issues outlined in Evans’
brief.  The State will, however, address all issues presented.
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X. The cumulative effect of the errors in the trial court mandates
reversal of the verdict of guilt and/or the sentence of death
entered pursuant to it.

Appellant’s Br. at ii-v.

As the following discussion demonstrates, each of these issues is either procedurally

barred or is devoid of legal merit.  Accordingly, Evans’ conviction and sentence should be

affirmed.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

On January 2, 2010, Timothy Evans was going to work with Joe Thomas.  T. 733.  On

their way to the job, the van they were riding in broke down.  T. 733-34.  Evans called

Wenda Holling, his former romantic interest and current landlord, to come pick him up.  T.

735.  Evans told Joe, who also knew Ms. Holling, that he was taking Ms. Holling to Baton

Rouge because she was going on a cruise with her daughter.  T. 735.  

Ms. Holling picked up Evans and the two returned to her home.  T. 735; State’s Trial

Exhibits 8, 9 and 10.   Once home, seventy year old Wenda Holling was sitting in her favorite

chair in the living room when Evans tried to smother her with a pillow.  T. 707-08, 846;

State’s Trial Exhibit 8, 9 and 10.  Petite2 Ms. Holling fought and the two fell to the floor. 

State’s Trial Exhibit 8, 9 and 10.  Evans realized that the pillow “didn’t work” so he sat on

Ms. Holling’s chest and strangled her to death.  Id.  Evans then showered and stole Ms.

Holling’s credit card and cash.  Id.  Evans took Ms. Holling’s car, picked up Joe Thomas and

2  Ms. Holling was approximately five feet one inches tall and weighed
approximately 100 pounds.  T. 814.  
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the two men went out drinking. T. 736-38.  After a night of partying, Evans dropped Joe at

his house and he, Evans, returned to Ms. Holling’s home.  T. 739; State’s Exhibits 8, 9 and

10.  

The next morning, Evans put Ms. Holling’s body in the trunk of her car.  State’s

Exhibits 8, 9 and 10.  Evans again drove Ms. Holling’s car to Joe’s house because the two

men had a job.  T. 740; State’s Exhibits 9 and 10.  When Joe got in the car, Evans told him

that he had run over a skunk and kept asking Joe if he smelled it.  Id.  The job feel through

and Evans took Joe to his truck that was left at a friends house the day before when the men

went out drinking.  Id.  Evans then proceeded to drive around looking for a place to dump

Ms. Holling’s body.  State’s Exhibits 9 and 10.

That same day, Sunday, January 3, 2010, when Ms. Holling did not show up for

church, Mr. Fred Prince called John Compton, Ms. Holling’s son.  T. 704.  Unaware of his

mother’s horrific death, Compton tried to call her that Sunday and the following Monday

without success.  Id.  Alarmed by the absence of any contact with his mother, on Tuesday,

January 5, 2010, Compton went to his mother’s house.  Tr. 705.  He found her car, a silver

KIA, in the driveway.  T. 706.  Compton saw his mother’s keys to the car where she usually

left them.  T. 705.  He noticed her walking canes were in the house that she needed for

stability particularly when she left the house. T. 708.  Compton saw nothing out of place in

the home except that his mother was nowhere to be found.  T. 708.  
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  Compton called Timothy Evans, who had been living with Ms. Holling, to see if he

had any information concerning Ms. Holling’s whereabouts.  T. 709, 807.  Evans told

Compton that Ms. Holling went to Florida for a reunion with some friends.  Id.  Compton

knew his mother would not have left town without telling him.  Id.  With growing concern,

Compton next contacted the sheriff’s department.  Id.  A deputy responded to the call at Ms.

Holling’s home.  T. 806.  The deputy then called investigator John Luther, of the Hancock

County Sheriff’s Department, who also came to Ms. Holling’s home.  Id.  Like Compton,

Investigator Luther noticed that there was nothing in the house that indicated a struggle had

taken place.  T. 807.  Luther described the home as “neat and tidy.”  Id.  

Investigator Luther learned that Evans had within the last few days moved out of Ms.

Holling’s home and moved in with Mr. Fred Prince.  T. 808.  On that same day, Luther made

contact with Evans at Mr. Prince’s home.  T. 304-05.  After identifying himself and

explaining that a missing persons report had been received regarding Ms. Holling, Evans

voluntarily road with Luther to the Sheriff’s Department where Evans gave a statement.3  T.

305.  

Evans told Investigator Luther that he last had contact with Ms. Holling on Sunday

morning, January 3, 2010.  State’s Exhibit 5, Hearing July 31, 2013.  Evans said that he had

been out late drinking with Joe Thomas the night before and when he came home, to Ms.

3  The statement was recorded and is approximately 35 minutes long.  State’s Exhibit 5,
Hearing July 31, 2013.  Although ruled admissible, this audio recording was not presented to the
jury.  CP. 726-27; T. 326-28.  The State, however, refers to it only to provide a complete
chronological statement of facts.
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Holling’s house, she was upset and confronted him.  Ms. Holling said that she was leaving

for vacation in the morning and instructed Evans to move out while she was gone.  Evans

stated that the next morning Ms. Holling left to go on vacation near Sarasota Florida with Mr.

and Mrs. Williams.  Evans even told Investigator Luther that the Williams picked up Ms.

Holling in their light gold Mercedes Benz.  Despite asking him to move out of her home, Ms.

Holling left Evans keys to her car and her home according to Evans’ story.  Evans explained

that Ms. Holling let him use the car to find work and that she would call him when she

returned from vacation so she could get into her home.  Evans admitted that he had used Ms.

Holling’s debit card that Saturday night when he and Thomas went out drinking.  He

explained that he gave her $450.00 in cash to cover the charges.  Evans also said that he

returned the card to Ms. Holling Sunday morning before she left for vacation.  When asked

about what Ms. Holling took with her on the trip, Evans offered that she packed a duffle bag

and said that she intended to buy new clothes.  When Evans was told by Investigator Luther

that Ms. Holling was missing he, Evans, stated that he called her cell phone but it would only

go to her voice mail and that he left her a message to call so that everyone would know she

was okay.  At the conclusion of the interview, Evans emphatically said, “I know she’s going

to call tomorrow morning.”  Afterwards, Evans was free to leave. 

The next day, January 6, 2010, Investigator Luther returned to Ms. Holling’s home. 

He noticed a garbage can in front of the home near the street.  T. 809.  When he opened the

lid, Luther saw articles of clothing, a pair of prescription glasses, a light green washcloth, a
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stripped blouse, a white buttoned shirt, two pairs of lady’s briefs, a white bra, the wrapper

from Fruit of the Loom lady’s briefs, two Wal-Mart receipts, and a white anklet sock.  T.

809-10.  Luther later confirmed that the glasses belonged to Ms. Holling.  T. 810.  

On January 8, 2010, Investigator Luther submitted a subpoena for Ms. Holling’s bank

records.  Id.  He reviewed those records and discovered that several purchases were made on

Ms. Holling’s bank card on January 2nd and 3rd.  Id.  Among other places, Ms. Holling’s

card had been used at Peewee’s Convenience Store.  T. 768-72l, 777-78, 811.  Luther went

to Peewee’s and reviewed the store’s surveillance video.  Id.  On the tape, he saw Ms.

Holling’s car parked by the gas pumps and Evans inside the store.  Id.; T. 778-84.  

On January 10, 2010, Investigator Luther engaged the Hancock County Sheriff’s

Department search team to look for Ms. Holling.  T. 812.  The team of approximately 30

people searched for three days within a five-mile radius of Ms. Holling’s home to no avail. 

T. 813.  Luther also issued a BOLO (“be on the look out”) for Timothy Evans as being a

person of interest in the disappearance of Ms. Holling.  T. 813-14.  

On January 26, 2010, Investigator Luther received a phone call from Harrison County

Sheriff’s Department informing him that the remains of an elderly female had been found in

a wooded area near a road by a cleaning crew.  T. 816.  Assuming this was likely Ms.

Holling, Luther went to the funeral home and observed the autopsy of the elderly female that

had been found.  Id.  Luther collected two rings from the body; one was a class ring and the
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other was a gold ring with a single diamond.  T. 817.  Barbara Compton, Ms. Holling’s

daughter, later confirmed that the rings belonged to her mother.  T. 818, 866.  

By February 17, 2010, Evans had traveled to Lake City, Florida where he was

apprehended, at a hotel, by local authorities.  State’s Exhibit 13.  Evans voluntarily provided

a statement4 to the authorities in Florida.  After weaving a story of Ms. Holling being

accidentally injured by failing and striking her head against a table during an argument,

Evans eventually told authorities that he lost it and strangled Ms. Holling.  Evans admitted

that he discarded Ms. Holling’s body in the woods.  

The next day, Evans was returned to Hancock County where he provided another

statement5 to Investigator Luther.  T. 819-820.  In the February 18, 2010, audio recorded

statement, Evans said that he had been working with Joe Thomas on Saturday, January 2nd. 

He told Joe that he was going out that night drinking.  State’s Trial Exhibits 9 and 10.  Evans

said that he just decided that he was going to get Ms. Holling’s credit card and go “do it.” 

According to this statement, when he returned home, Ms. Holling caught Evans trying to

steal her credit card.  An argument ensued in the living room and Ms. Holling told Evans to

get out.  Evans put a pillow over her head.  Ms. Holling fought back and tried to get away

4  The February 17, 2010, statement given to local law enforcement in Florida was video
recorded.  State’s Exhibit 6, Hearing July 31, 2013.  This video recorded statement was deemed
admissible but was not presented to the jury.  CP. 726-27; T. 338.

5  The February 18, 2010, statement was an audio recording approximately 39 minutes in
length.  T. 375, 821.  State’s Exhibit 8, Hearing July 31, 2013.  This audio recorded statement
was played before the jury.  State’s Trial Exhibit 9; CP. 726-27; T. 821-23, 826.  A typed
transcript of the recorded statement was also given to the jury.  State’s Trial Exhibit 10; T. 822,
826.   
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from Evans.  The two ended up on the floor with Evans on top of her.  According to Evans,

he realized that the pillow was not working, so he sat on top of Ms. Holling’s chest and

strangled her with his hands.  Once Ms. Holling stopped fighting and Evans knew she was

dead, he placed her on her bed.  Evans took a stripped shirt off of Ms. Holling and her

glasses and discarded them in the trash outside.  He showered, took Ms. Holling’s credit card

and went out drinking as he had planned.  After a night of drinking with Joe Thomas, Evans

returned to Ms. Holling’s home.  The next morning, Evans placed Ms. Holling’s body in the

trunk of her car.  Evans drove the car to pick up Joe and took him to his truck.  Concerned

about the possible smell that might emanate from Ms. Holling’s body, Evans told Joe that he

had hit a skunk.  The two men discussed where Ms. Holling was and Evans made up stories

about where she went.  Evans dropped Joe off and went across the street to get gas.  He left

the convenience store and drove around looking for a place to dump Ms. Holling’s body.6 

Evans told authorities that Ms. Holling was wearing a grey sweatshirt and pants.  He dumped

Ms. Holling body in the woods, drove further and threw her purse out of the car.  Evans,

however, kept her credit card and traveled to Bogue Chitto to a friend’s house.  He stayed

with the friend until Tuesday.   

6  These events were partially corroborated by surveillance video from Peewee’s
Convenience Store which was displayed for the jury and by testimony from Barbara Hosli, an
employee.  State’s Exhibit 7; T. 775, 779.    
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On February 19, 2010, Evans agreed to show investigators where he had dumped Ms.

Holling’s body and discarded her purse.7  Evans confirmed the location where Ms. Holling’s

body had been found but her purse was never located.  T. 828-29.  

On March 10, 2010, Investigator Luther received a letter from Evans.  T. 829; State’s

Exhibit 8.  The letter, according to Evans, was an amendment to his previous statement.  Id. 

Evans explained that Ms. Holling never caught him taking her credit card.  Id.  Instead, he

wrote, “I got pillow and smothered her as she sat in lazy boy chair in living room, then when

pillow didn’t work, I got on top of her and strangled her . . . I planned this that day.”   Id.

Months later, in June of 2010, Evans wrote a five-page letter to Donna Harris, a

reporter with the Sun Herald.  T. 843-44, 850; State’s Exhibit 13.  In his own words, Evans

admitted that he started planning to murder Ms. Holling on December 20, 2009.  T. 847;

State’s Exhibit 13.  Evans wrote that on December 29, 2009, he looked for a place to bury

the body.  Id.  He explained that after he killed Ms. Holling, he “left the State to run as I was

being watched by Sheriffs and the FBI.”  Id.  He traveled to Georgia, North Carolina, South

Carolina and Florida.  Id.  Harris visited Evans in jail where he admitted that he planned to

kill and actually did kill Ms. Holling.  T. 845-46.  He also confirmed the contents of the letter

rehashing the details of how he planned and actually killed Ms. Hollings.  Id. 

7  The statement was preserved on an audio recording of the drive.  State’s Exhibit 10,
Hearing July 31, 2013.  Although deemed admissible, the audio was not played before the jury. 
CP. 726-27. 
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On January 18, 2011, Evans was indicted for the capital murder of Ms. Holling with

the underlying felony of robbery.  CP. 9.  Prior to trial, May 25, 2011, upon defense motion,

the court ordered a mental evaluation of Evans to determine whether he knew right from

wrong at the time of the crime, whether he was competent to assist counsel, to prepare

mitigation, and to determine his level of intelligence.  CP. 42-44.  The Order specifically

authorized the defense to employ psychologist, Dr. Beverly Smallwood.  Id.  As of October,

Dr. Smallwood had not completed the mental evaluation and recommended that Evans could

have a more thorough evaluation at the Mississippi State Hospital.8 T. 12-13.  By separate

order dated December 9, 2011, and upon motion of the defense, Evans was ordered to

undergo a mental evaluation at Mississippi State Hospital at Whitfield to determine his

competency and to assess whether Evans met the definition of mentally retarded under

United State Supreme Court’s Atkins opinion.  CP. 164-167; 270-72.  Due to the delay in

scheduling the mental evaluation, the court frequently held hearings to manage the status of

the case in particular the mental evaluation.  The mental evaluation at Whitfield was

completed by January 14, 2013.  CP. 280-81; T. 105-06.  A hearing was held on February 26,

8  At a hearing held in October, Evans waived his right to a speedy trial.  T. 18.  
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2013, where the defense admitted Evans was competent to proceed.9  T. 106.  The court again

confirmed that Evans was competent to proceed just prior to trial.  T. 494-95.  

Jury selection began on August 19, 2013.  T. 508.  The jury was empaneled and over

the next several days heard testimony and received evidence.  T. 670-71.  The jury heard

testimony as discussed supra, and on August 22, 2013, the jury returned a guilty verdict.  CP.

704-05; T. 944.  The case proceeded to the penalty phase where the jury heard testimony

from two mitigation witnesses, Dr. Robert Storer, a forensic psychologist and Dr. Marc

Zimmerman, a psychologist.  T. 957, 995.  

Dr. Storer was tasked with determining whether Evans was competent, to determine

whether Evans was mentally retarded, and to provide any mitigating circumstances of the

alleged offense.  T. 961.  Dr. Storer testified that Evans had a full scale IQ of 87 which is

average intellectual functioning.  T. 964.  Dr. Storer implied that Evans was competent and

explained that he put forth honest effort in the testing.  T. 965.  The doctor told the jury that

Evans suffered from anxiety presumably from his difficult upbringing.  T. 765-67. 

Specifically, Evans mother and father both had substance abuse issues, were verbally violent,

and the father was frequently absent.  T. 766-67.  Evans’ parents divorce.  He lived with his

9  There was a lengthy delay from indictment to trial because the court ordered a mental
evaluation and the State’s mental hospital at Whitfield, where Evans was to be evaluated, had a
long backlog of patients.  T. 95-99.

Hearings were held on October 24, 2011 (T. 11); January 9, 2012 (T. 30); April 26, 2012
(T. 23); July 16, 2012 (T. 39); July 23, 2012 (T. 61); August 23, 2012 (T. 74); November 5, 2012
(T. 94); and, February 26, 2013 (T. 104).  At each of these hearing the status of the mental
evaluation was addressed. 
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father until adolescents and then was sent to live with his mother.  T. 767.  Evans reported

to Dr. Storer that he began using alcohol at age ten (10) and marijuana by ninth grade.  Id. 

Finally, Dr. Storer discussed Evans’ lengthy criminal history primarily drug and alcohol

related offenses.  T. 970-72, 985-88.  

Dr. Zimmerman was contacted by the defense and asked to evaluate Evans for

mitigation purposes.  T. 998, 1003.  Days prior to trial, he met with Evans for approximately

four (4) hours.  T. 1000.  Dr. Zimmerman opined that Evans suffered from alcohol and drug

abuse and “some kind of anxiety disorder . . . I think it is posttraumatic stress disorder.”  Id. 

Both doctors admitted that their opinions were largely dependent on Evans’ self-reporting

that they were unable to corroborate through other sources.

On August 23, 2013, the jury returned a sentence of death.  CP. 713-15; T. 1053. 

Evans filed a motion for new trial.  CP. 718-22.  A hearing was held October 10, 2013, and

the motion was denied.  T. 1058; CP. 785.  Evans then perfected this appeal.    

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

In this death penalty case, the State has responded to all ten (10) assignments of error

and the numerous sub-parts thereto raised for review in this Court, in a one hundred and

thirty-three (133) page brief.  Because of the length of the State’s brief and the full

explanation given for each of the arguments presented, the State would request leave to

dispense with a more detailed Summary of the Argument.
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ARGUMENT

Ground One: The Trial Court did Hold a Hearing and Defense Counsel 
Admitted Evans was Competent to Proceed.

The Appellant argues that the trial court erred by failing to adjudicate Evans’

competency.  Specifically, Evans argues that the trial court failed to hold a hearing regarding

whether or not he was competent to proceed.  The State submits that the claim is completely

devoid of merit and contradicted by the record.

The competency of a criminal defendant is encompassed in the fundamental right to

a fair trial.  Pate v. Robinson, 383 U.S. 375, 385, 86 S.Ct. 836, 15 L.Ed.2d 815 (1966).  A

competent defendant is someone

(1) who is able to perceive and understand the nature of the
proceedings; (2) who is able to rationally communicate with his attorney about
the case; (3) who is able to recall relevant facts; (4) who is able to testify in his
own defense if appropriate; and (5) whose ability to satisfy the foregoing
criteria is commensurate with the severity of the case.

Hollie v. State, 174 S.3d 824, 830 (Miss. 2015).  In Mississippi, Rule 9.06 of the Uniform

Rules of Circuit and County Court (“URCCC”) governs competence to stand trial.  That Rule

provides, in relevant part,

If before or during trial the court, of its own motion or upon motion of
an attorney, has reasonable ground to believe that the defendant is incompetent
to stand trial, the court shall order the defendant to submit to a mental
examination by some competent psychiatrist selected by the court...

After the examination the court shall conduct a hearing to determine if
the defendant is competent to stand trial.  After hearing all the evidence, the
court shall weigh the evidence and make a determination of whether the
defendant is competent to stand trial.  If the court finds that the defendant is
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competent to stand trial, then the court shall make the finding a matter of
record and the case will then proceed to trial.  

URCC 9.06.

On May 23, 2011, several months after Evans was indicted, the defense filed a motion

for psychiatric evaluation.  CP. 21-22, 31-32.  The court promptly entered an order

authorizing Dr. Smallwood to evaluate Evans.  CP. 42-44.  Once the court was informed that

Dr. Smallwood was not going to conduct the evaluation, the court issued a second order.  CP.

164-67; 270-72.  Evans was eventually transferred to the State Hospital at Whitfield and the

evaluation was completed by Dr. Storer in January of 2013.  CP. 270-72, 276-77, 280-81; T.

105-06.  A hearing was held on February 26, 2013, where Evans was deemed competent to

stand trial.  T. 104-06.  The judge opened court by calling the docket, “This matter is set

today . . . concerning the status of the evaluation.”  T. 105.  Defense counsel told the court,

Judge, Mr. Evans was seen at Whitfield, completed all of his evaluations an we
have received the full report, the defense has received the full report and we
are ready to move forward and we have come to an agreement on the trial
date as well as on the nonevidentiary motion settings, the evidentiary motion
setting and the omnibus hearing setting.

T. 105 (emphasis added).  The following exchange then took place,

THE COURT: Mr. Thriffiley [defense counsel], I know the
primary reason for the evaluation had to do with some mitigation but also I
presume since you’re ready to move forward that it found that Mr. Evans was
competent both to assist his counsel as well as to proceed to trial.

MR. THRIFFILEY: Yes, Your Honor.
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T. 106.  The Court again addressed the issue shortly before trial in an omnibus hearing,

where defense counsel reaffirmed that Evans was competent to proceed.  T. 494.  

The Appellant now argues that the court failed to adjudicate the issue.  The State

disagrees.  The above passage is a clear adjudication that Evans was competence to proceed. 

T. 105-06.  Defense counsel admitted Evans was competent, based on the results of the

mental evaluation, which obviated the need for a more protracted or extensive hearing. 

Indeed, if a more protracted hearing was necessary, the defense had no one to testify that

Evans was incompetent.  See Richardson v. State, 767 So.2d 195, 203 (Miss. 2000)

(recognizing that the burden is on the movant to show a defendant is mentally incompetent). 

Based on this record, there is no doubt that Evans was competent to proceed.  Thus, Evans’

claim must fail.  

Evans relies on this Court’s recent decision in Hollie v. State, 174 S.3d 824, 830

(Miss. 2015) for the proposition that the failure to hold a hearing under URCCC 9.06

requires vacation of the conviction and sentence.  As the State argued above, the claim is

without merit because a hearing was held.  To the extent the Court may take issue with the

form of the hearing, the State submits this Evans’ case is distinguishable from Hollie. 

In Hollie, this Court reversed the conviction based on the trial court’s failure to hold

a competency hearing under URCCC 9.06.  Hollie was indicted for capital murder and

defense counsel requested a mental examination to determine whether he was competent to

stand trial.  174 So.3d at 827.  The evaluation was ordered and conducted by Dr. Criss Lott 
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Id.  Before a hearing was held on the matter, Hollie pled guilty.  A hearing on Hollie’s

competency was never held.  Id.  With respect to a competency hearing under 9.06, this court

held

When a mental evaluation is ordered but no competency hearing is
conducted, this Court has held that this is reversible error, unless the purpose
of Rule 9.06 has been satisfied under the circumstances.  In Hearn, the trial
court ordered a mental examination, which was conducted, but the judge failed
to hold a formal competency hearing.  However, at trial, the State’s examining
doctor testified as to Hearn’s competence and was subject to cross-
examination by Hearn.  This Court stated that this satisfied the intent of Rule
9.06 and found no error.

Hollie, 174 So.2d at 830-31 (emphasis added).  The Court further implied that even if there

is no hearing, the record may sufficiently demonstrate competency to stand trial.  Id. at ¶28

(citing to Sanders).

The State submits that the record in this case is clear, unlike Hollie, a hearing was held

were the court acknowledged and defense counsel admitted Evans was competent to stand

trial.  Should this Court find the hearing to be insufficient, the State submits that the purpose

of Rule 9.06 has nonetheless been satisfied under these circumstances.  The trial court was

hyper vigilant where Evans’ competency, health and safety were concerned.  There were at

least eight (8) pre-trial hearings at which the court addressed the status of the mental

evaluation and several of those hearings also concerned Evans’, then present, health and

medical treatment.  T. 61, 74, 94, 187.  At every hearing, the court was very mindful to

provide Evans an opportunity to address the court.  On each of these occasions, Evans was

alert, engaged, articulate and fully understood the circumstances of each hearing.  T. 43-46
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(Evans discusses a civil suit he filed in the State of Florida), T. 49, 52-60; T. 65-73; T. 92-93;

T. 99-100.  At a hearing held February 26, 2013, Evans took the stand, in support of his

motion for emergency relief which was related to Evans’ belief that he was in danger in the

Hancock County Jail.  T. 104, 113-138.  

Furthermore, at the penalty phase of trial, Dr Storer testified.  Dr. Storer implied that

Evans was competent and explained that he put forth honest, consistent effort in the testing. 

T. 964-65. In short, no one ever testified, intimated, implied or asserted that Evans was

incompetent.  To hold otherwise, on this record, would essentially create a presumption of

incompetency which is contrary to United State Supreme Court precedent.  Medina v.

California, 505 U.S. 437, 112 S. Ct. 2572, 120 L.Ed.2d 353 (1992) (defendant is presumed

competent and he bares the burden of proving his incompetence); Richardson v. State, 767

So.2d 195, 203 (Miss. 2000) (recognizing that the burden is on the movant to show a

defendant is mentally incompetent).  In light of this lengthy pre-trial record exhibiting Evans’

conduct and intellect, the trial judge’s acknowledgment, defense counsel’s admission and

testimony from Dr. Storer, there is no doubt that Evans was competent to stand trial.  

Yet, the Appellant now contends that his statements given to law enforcement and

later to the media along with Evans’ pro se filings are proof that he had no rational

understanding of the charges against him and difficulty communicating with counsel.  App’s

Br. at 20.  The State submits that nothing could be further from the truth.  To the contrary,

the voluntary statements given to law enforcement, particularly the first statement given to
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Florida authorities show a rational Evans weaving a false story of a struggle which led to the

accidental death of Ms. Holling.  This demonstrates that Evans was aware of the severity of

what he had done, understood the consequences of his actions and was clearly trying to

lesson his culpability.  The Appellant is only now, after receiving the death sentence,

attempting to satisfy his burden of proof to show he was incompetent, not with expert

testimony–because there is none in support of this claim–but with a unrealistic view of record

evidence.   

  The Appellant makes a bizarre complaint that the trial court was overly involved in

ordering and supervising the status of the mental evaluation.  App’s Br. at 13-16.  The

allegation clearly fails to state any sort of claim and presents a distorted view of the record. 

As pointed out previously, the court was very vigilant and concerned that Evans be evaluated

promptly.  See n.9, supra.  Shortly after indictment, the defense filed a motion and an

amended motion for psychiatric or psychological evaluation.  T. 21-25, 31-35.  The defense

asked, inter alia, that Evans be evaluated for competency to assist and to determine if there

were any mitigating circumstances.  The court promptly granted the motion and issued an

order allowing the defendant to employ a psychologist to determine if Evans was competent

and to prepare mitigation proof.  CP. 42-44.  A second order was entered, on defendant’s

motion, when Dr. Smallwood recommended that Evans be evaluated at the Mississippi State

Hospital.  T. 11-18; CP. 164-167; Amended Order, T. 94-103; CP. 270-74.  Each of these

orders specifically prohibited disclosure of any report to the State.  
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The court’s involvement in this case was nothing more than an attempt to control its

on docket and bring the case to resolution as quickly as possible.  T. 97 (Court: “we’re going

to be three years out from the date of this alleged crime.”).  Not wanting to lose track of the

matter because of the backlog at Whitfield, the court frequently convened status hearings and

addressed the logistics of the impending mental evaluation.  See n.9, supra.  Furthermore,

the trial court did not choose the location for the evaluation, defense counsel adopted the

recommendation of Dr. Smallwood, defense’s own exper.  The court’s “involvement” was

not improper, prejudicial or error.       

In addition, the court was extraordinarily vigilant in making sure that Evans was

evaluation prior to moving forward with the case.  In fact, the court held at least eight (8)

hearings to address the status of the mental evaluation to determine ensure he was competent. 

See n.9, supra.  The State submits that the court did find Evans competent.  This holding was

based, in part, on defense counsel’s admission of competency which was supported by the

mental evaluation and report completed by Dr. Storer.  No one–not even to this day–ever

speculated or asserted that Evans was incompetent.  Given the record in this case, there was

no error.      

The State is adamant that record in this case clearly establishes Evans was competent

at the time of trial.  Without admitting any error, however, should the Court find the

requirements of Rule 9.06 were not satisfied, based on these facts, the State urges the Court

to reconsider its position with respect to retrospective competency hearings.  See Smith v.
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State, 149 So.3d 1027, 1035 (Miss. 2014); Coleman v. State, 127 So.3d 161, 167 (Miss.

2013) (retrospective competency hearings are unavailable).  Mississippi is the only state that

requires mandatory hearings but wholly disallows retrospective competency hearings.10 

This inflexible application of Rule 9.06 essentially provides every defendant evaluated

the opportunity to create reversible error.  In other words, after a defendant has been

evaluated, he can choose to do nothing to call attention to the issue and create per se

reversible error.  The rigid application of Rule 9.06 demands reversal in the absence of a

competency hearing even though a reliable, meaningful and more fiscally responsible

retrospective hearing can be had as opposed to a costly new trial.  Moreover, this application

of the Rule contradicts and turns on end United States Supreme Court precedent which

squarely places the burden on the movant to show he is incompetent and instead essentially

creates a presumption of incompetence.  Medina, 505 U.S. at 437.  With all due respect, the

current strict interpretation of Rule 9.06, yields harsh results without regard to quality,

quantity and availability of proof.  In the event the Court is persuaded that error has occurred,

the State respectfully asks that the Court reconsider its complete prohibition on retrospective

competency hearings; particularly in cases such as this where it is clear that the defendant

10  By way of example, Kansas considers a new trial the last resort and allows
retrospective hearings when feasible and meaningful.  State v. Ford, 353 P.3d 1143 (Kan. 2015). 
If a retrospective hearing cannot be meaningful, then the conviction will be vacated.  Id.  

Louisiana disfavors retrospective hearings but allows them on a case-by-case basis so
long as a meaningful inquiry into the defendant’s competency can be had.  State v. O’Brien, 168
So.3d 627 (La. App. 1st Cir. 2014).
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was competent and there is overwhelming proof that a meaningful retrospective hearing

could be held.         

Ground Two: The Jury Selection Process Comported with all Dictates of
the Constitution.

A. Voir dire

The Appellant first argues that the trial court erred by refusing to allow him to voir

dire prospective jurors experience with alcohol abuse.  To put this claim into context, the

following transpired during voir dire,

MR. WITTMAN:   . . . Now this case, and let me ask, do any of you
have ay prior contact with alcohol abuse either yourself or with family
members or personal experience with alcohol abuse.

THE COURT: [listing responsive jurors by number]

MR. WITTMAN: Now out of everyone who raised their
hands if it was established that alcohol was involved in this case
would it affect your ability to serve as a juror?  Out of everyone
who raised their cards would that have an affect on you?

JURORS: No.

MR. WITTMAN: Would anyone have a problem considering that as a
mitigating circumstance before rendering either a death sentence or a life
without possibility of parole?  In other words, can everyone use or consider an
alcohol problem as a mitigating circumstance?

MR. SMITH: Objection, Your Honor, asking for a commitment.

THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. WITTMAN: Let me rephrase that then.  If you can raise your hand
if anyone could not use that as a mitigating circumstances.
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MR. SMITH: Same objection, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

JURORS: I don’t understand that.

THE COURT: The objection was sustained.  He will rephrase it.

MR. WITTMAN: The judge talked about mitigating circumstances in
her instructions.  . . . does anyone thing that mitigating evidence should not be
used to consider the sentence?  Nobody.  

T. 615-17.  Evans now claims that the court erred by sustaining the prosecution’s objection

to the line of questioning related to alcohol abuse.  The State submits that this claim is barred

for the Appellant’s failure to raise a contemporary objection.  

During voir dire, attorneys are permitted to probe the prejudices of prospective jurors

on matters directly related to the issues to be tried.  West v. State, 553 So.2d 8, 22 (Miss.

1989).  Under Mississippi’s URCCC 3.05, an attorney may not ask “hypothetical questions

requiring any juror to pledge a particular verdict.”  It is impermissible for an attorney to

attempt to secure a pledge that, if a certain set of facts occur or are presented, the juror will

vote a certain way.  West, 553 So.2d at 22.  This Court has long recognized that it is

reversible error to ask a juror, during voir dire, to commit to returning a particular verdict. 

Goff v. State, 14 So.3d 625, 653 (Miss. 2009).  A trial judge should not allow the parties to

exact promises or pledges from prospective jurors.  Harris v. State, 532 So.2d 602, 605-07

(Miss. 1988) (affirming sustained objection to defense’s voir dire where line of questioning

was essentially seeking a pledge from jurors).  “The prosecuting and defending attorneys
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should not attempt to obtain a promise from each juror as to what he would do under any

given circumstance.  Both sides are entitled to a fair trial, but not to a previously committed

group of jurors.”  Murphy v. State, 246 So.2d 920, 922 (Miss. 1971).  Voir dire examination

of jurors is in the sound discretion of the trial judge and will not be overturned absent some

clear prejudice.  Ross v. State, 954 So.2d 968, 990 (Miss. 2007); Taylor v. State, 672 So.2d

1246, 1263-64 (Miss. 1996).  

This Court was presented with a strikingly similar claim in Holland v. State, 705

So.2d 307, 338-39 (Miss. 1997).  The appellant argued, like Evans here, that the trial court

erred in restricting the defense’s questioning during voir dire.  Id. at 338.  The defense

specifically asked jurors “if the defendant was to raise the fact that there was alcohol possibly

consumed or alcohol involved in this case would you rule that our as a mitigating factor prior

to passing on the life without parole or a death penalty?”  Id.  The trial court refused to allow

this question because it was a hypothetical.  Id.  Finding persuasive authority prohibiting

inquiry into how jurors feel about individual mitigating factors and whether they could

consider each factor, this Court held that the exclusion of the question was not error.  Id. at

339.  

Also in Ross, the appellant argued that the “court impermissibly restricted his right

to question potential jurors on their ability to consider mitigating evidence.”  954 So.2d at

988.  Defense counsel asked several times in different variations what facts or circumstances

would merit the death penalty.  Id. at 989.  The court sustained the prosecutor’s objection. 
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Id.  This Court held that the trial court acted within its discretion in ruling that the defense

was attempting to elicit statements from venire members regarding specific circumstances

warranting the death penalty.  The Court further noted,

Ross also failed to show that the trial court’s ruling on the challenged
voir dire questions prevented defense counsel from probing prospective jurors’
ability to consider mitigation evidence.  The record demonstrates that defense
counsel asked a number of questions pertaining to mitigation evidence.  The
assignment of error is without merit.

Id. at 990.          

The holdings of both Holland and Ross are indistinguishable from the facts of Evans’

case.  Whether intentional or not, Evans’ defense counsel was attempting to elicit a promise

or commitment from jurors that they would, or would not, find the use of alcohol to be a

mitigating factor.  As the record indicates, the court did not wholly refuse to allow that line

of questioning.  T. 616.  Rather, counsel was allowed to rephrase the question twice.  Id. 

After the second objection, counsel then properly focused on mitigating evidence generally

and the jurors’ ability to consider the same.  T. 616-17.  Under this Court’s precedent, the

questioning designed to elicit a pledge that the jurors would consider alcohol, as mitigating

the sentence, was impermissible.  Thus, the trial court properly sustained the prosecution’s

objection and denied the question(s).

Furthermore and contrary to the Appellant’s contention, the jury was more than

capable and, in fact, did consider Evans’ use and abuse of alcohol as a mitigating

circumstance as indicated on the verdict form.  CP. 706-09 (marking defendant’s “Personal
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History of substance use beginning in childhood” as a mitigating factor).  Accordingly, even

if there was some perceived error, Evans has suffered no clear prejudice to warrant reversal. 

Additionally, an error, if any, was harmless.  The claim must be denied. 

B. Struck Juror Seated

Evans next complains that a juror was seated on the jury that he struck for cause.  The

defense used its third strike (D-3) to remove Ms. Kergosien for cause.  T. 657-58.  First, this

argument is complete barred from consideration because, even if Ms. Kergosien had been

seated on the jury, the defendant never made an objection.  Secondly, the State submits that

this argument is completely frivolous and that Ms. Kergosien was never on the jury.  

When the jury was seated, Mr. Kergosien was listed on the roster.  T. 671.  Within the

transcript the court reporter would frequently make notations of what transpired in the

courtroom that are not actually direct recordings of spoken words.  For example, before each

witness takes the stand the court reporter enters a note “(oath administers).”  T. 699.  The

event that had taken place was placed in parenthesis and this is done throughout the

transcript.

When the jurors were seated, the transcript indicates that the event, seating the jurors,

was noted but not taken verbatim from any spoken words in the courtroom.  With regard to

seating the jury, the transcript reflects,

(THE FOLLOWING JURORS WERE SELECTED AND PLACED
INTO THE BOX:)

1. Tanya Lander
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2. Howard Ladner
3. Bridgette Callahan
4. Rosalie Kergosien
5. Susan Newman
6. Christina Sellier
7. Vy T. Doa
8. Vincent Holliman
9. Steven Larsen
10. Emily Ladner
11. Barbara Martin
12. Dennis Sosville
1. Richarrd Breland
2. Larry Lind

(THE JURORS NOT SELECTED WERE FULLY AND FINALLY
EXCUSED.)

T. 670-71 (emphasis added).  The transcript indicates that the court reporter was not

recording word-for-word what actually took place but listed Kergosien as juror number four

(4).

Compare this listing of the jurors with a polling of the jurors after the guilty and

sentencing verdict.  Kergosien is nowhere to be found.  The jurors were polled when the

guilty verdict was returned,

THE COURT: You can have a seat.  Jurors, my question to you should
be limited to a yes or no answer.  Is this your verdict, Ms. Ladner?

MS. LADNER: Yes.
THE COURT: Mr. Ladner?
MR. LADNER: Yes.
THE COURT: Ms. Cuevas?
MS. CUEVAS: Yes.
THE COURT: Ms. Newman?
MS. NEWMAN: Yes.
THE COURT: Ms. Sellier?
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MS. SELLIER: Yes.  
THE COURT: Ms. Dao?
MS. DAO: Yes.
THE COURT: Mr. Holliman?
MR. HOLLIMAN: Yes.
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen?
MR. LARSEN: Yes.
THE COURT: Ms. Martin?
MS. MARTIN: Yes.
THE COURT: Mr. Sosville?
MR. SOSVILLE: Yes.
THE COURT: Mr. Breland?
MR. BRELAND: Yes. 

THE COURT:  The verdict being unanimous then it will be enrolled as
the verdict of the jury.

T. 944-45 (emphasis added); also T. 1053-54 (not listing Ms. Kergosien).  The State submits

that Ms. Kergosien was struck and removed from the pool of prospective jurors on defense’s

challenge for cause.  The court reporter mistakenly listed Kergosien.  This is demonstrated

by the polling list of the jurors at the conclusion of the guilt and sentencing phases of the trial

and Kergosien’s name is never called by the judge. 

Again, this argument is completely frivolous and should receive no further attention. 

The court reporter made a simple mistake when inserting the list of jurors.  As a result, the

claim should be denied without consideration.

C. Responses of Other Juror’s

Evans next claims that the failure of jurors to timely respond to voir dire resulted in

an unfairly selected jury.  Evans parses his claim into several categories the first of which is
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the allegations that several prospective jurors disobeyed the court’s instructions by speaking

with defense counsel during a break.  

Apparently, venire member number two, Mr. St. Amant, had difficulty following the

court’s instructions during the break.  Mr. St. Amant made himself known to the court early

and frequently in the selection process. T. 542 (responding to questioning by the court); T.

554-56 (explaining that his father had been murdered); T. 564 (the court noting Mr. St.

Amant stated he could not be fair in this case);  T. 565 (the court noting juror two had

problems following instructions); T. 568-69 (raised his card in response to having a problem

being sequestered because of grandsons); T. 594 (asking for antacid); T. 603 (indicating he

would hold the state to a higher standard); T. 613 (asking for a drink of water); T. 615

(indicating that the death penalty is not given enough); T. 651 (dismissed for cause without

objection); T. 668 (stating “I can’t be sequestered.”); T. 669 (finally excused).  After he

spoke with defense counsel during a break, Mr. St. Amant was presumably returned to his

seat among the venire.  T. 656.  As cited above, Mr. St. Amant did get an antacid from

another venire member.  There is, however, no indication in the record that Mr. St. Amant

spoke to anyone else about the case–contrary to the Appellant’s speculative assumption. 

There was no objection from defense counsel when Mr. St. Amant was returned to his seat. 

Likely because of his responses and behavior, Mr. St. Amant was dismissed for cause on the

State’s challenge.  T.651.      
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There is absolutely no proof in the record that venire member number two tainted the

venire.  Furthermore, in the absence of a contemporary objection, this claim is barred from

consideration.  Cox v. State, 183 So.3d 36, 55-56 (Miss. 2015).  Bar, notwithstanding, the

State submits there is no error here.  Although Evans had made no showing of prejudicial

error, to the extent the court detects and error occurred, it was harmless beyond a reasonable

doubt.    

Evans claims that several jurors failed to timely respond to relevant questioning.  He

specifically mentions juror number nine Steven Larsen.  After hearing testimony from John

Compton, the victim’s son, Mr. Larsen asked to approach the bench.  T. 760.  It is true that

Mr. Larsen did not affirmatively respond during voir dire about whether or not he knew

potential witnesses by name only.  T. 542-544.  However, at the first opportunity when Mr.

Larsen realized he “might” know John Compton, Larsen self-reported this revelation, without

prompting, to the court.11  T. 760.  The court explained,

Number nine.  Mr. Larsen advised that he believes that the first witness
may be his son’s boss.  That he did not know that because he did not know the
man’s name.  He only knew his face.  They had no social interaction, they are
not friends, acquaintances, he simply knows his face.  He knows where his son
works and he believes this may be his son’s boss.  He did advise that it didn’t
affect him one way or the other, he just thought the parties needed to know
that, did not change any of his answers during voir dire nor did he feel it would
change his ability to be fair to both sides.  

11  There was no break in testimony or point at which the jury was excused or a break
between the time John Compton testified and Mr. Larsen informing the court that he may have a
connection to Mr. Compton.  T. 699-759.  Mr. Larsen informed the court at the first break of the
day.  T. 760.  
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T. 761 (emphasis added).  Neither the prosecution nor the defense made no objection to Mr.

Larsen remaining on the jury.  Id.     

Evans points to Emily Ladner, selected as juror number ten, as someone who failed

to timely respond to voir dire.  T. 671.  The venire was asked if they had any obligations that

would interfere with sequestration.  T. 514-15, 567-75.  Ms. Ladner did not indicate she had

conflicting obligations or that child care would be a problem.  Court was recessed and the

following day the jury was selected at the opening of court.  T. 670.  Following being

selected, Ms. Ladner immediately approached the bench.  T. 671.  A tearful Ms. Ladner

explained that she had just learned her husband would be out of town for work and she had

no one to keep her child.  T. 684.  The court explained,

She asked to approach the bench immediately upon the jury being
seated, and advised that she did not know yesterday that her husband is going
out of town.  She has no one to keep her child and she is–does not know what
to do about that.  She said there’s no one else to keep her child.  At this point
the Court has advised her that I could not excuse her and that perhaps her
husband can make other arrangements.  She advised he’s going out of town for
work.  She was, in fact, crying during all of this, and so I had some difficulty
understanding her, but, State what do you want to do and, defense, what do
you do with regard to Ms. Emily Ladner who at present is calling her husband
and telling him he can’t leave town?

T. 684.  Upon her return, Ms. Ladner was questioned by the court in the presence of both

parties, including Evans.  T. 686-89.  The court was very clear with Ms. Ladner about her

duty and reassured her that no one was going to allow her child to be left alone.  Id.  After

some discussion, Ms. Ladner indicated that her husband would work something out.  T. 688. 
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Neither party objected to her being seated on the jury and the trial commenced.  Interestingly,

even now, Evans does not allege he would have chosen to excuse Emily Ladner.   

Evans names Tanya Ladner, juror one, and Dennis Sosville, juror twelve, as also

providing untimely responses to questions that were presented during voir dire.  After the

jury was selected, the court gave instructions to them one of which was “you cannot have any

victors, you cannot have any contact with your family....”  T. 676.  Ms. Tanya Ladner

immediately spoke up, 

A JUROR:  Friday is my son’s birthday so I can’t call him.

THE COURT: No.  Perhaps we will be done by Friday and you may be
able to be home by Friday.  How old is he?

A JUROR: He’ll be eight.

THE COURT: We may make some arrangements for that.  We’ll get
with the attorneys and figure that out?  Yes, ma’am.  

T. 676.  Not only did Evans not object to Tanya Ladner being seated on the jury, defense

counsel brought the matter to the court’s attention again,

MR. WITTMAN: Judge, the only other issue, and I don’t know if it
needs to be on the record, with regard to juror number one calling her son on
Frdiay.  Instead of her focusing on that during this week if we could have
either the bailiff or the State or us or whoever, the Court arrange for her to a
least, if we are here through Friday, contact her eight-year-old.  I don’t think
she would discuss the case or anything like that, and we could admonish her
again.  

THE COURT: you would have no objection to her calling and wishing
him a happy birthday if that becomes necessary?
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MR. WITTMAN: Yes, ma’am.  If that becomes necessary we have not
objection to her contacting her child.  If the Court could advise of that on the
front end instead–so she can focus on the trial.  

T. 683-84.  The court then addressed Tanya Ladner and told her that, in the event they were

still in trial on Friday, she would be able to call her son.  T. 689.

As for Dennis Sosville, after the judge gave instructions for sequestration but before

the jury had been selected, Mr. Sosville informed that court that he has a commitment on

Saturday.  T. 669-70.  Although given an opportunity, the defense did not object to Mr.

Sosville being seated on the jury.  T. 670.   

Based on these facts, Evans claims that Odom v. State, 355 So.2d 1381, 1383 (Miss.

1978) demands reversal.  Odom, however, is distinguishable.  In Odom, a juror failed to

respond to voir dire questioning regarding his relationship to law enforcement and whether

there was any reason why he could not be fair and impartial.  Id. at 1382.  It was later

revealed, presumably post-trial, that the juror’s brother actually participated in the

investigation of the defendant’s burglary charge.  Id.  Odom argued in a motion for a new

trial and on direct appeal, that if the juror had answered those questions, he would have been

challenged peremptorily and removed.  Id.  This Court noted the seriousness of the issue was

emphasized by testimony, during trial, that the juror’s brother participated in the

investigation.  Id.  The Court assumed this created an adverse effect on the appellant’s right

but considered whether prejudice must be shown.  Id. 1383.  This Court held that under these

circumstances that prejudice could be inferred.  Id.
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The failure of jurors Steven Larsen, Emily Ladner, Tanya Ladner and Dennis Sosville

to timely respond to voir dire, do not rise to the level of error found in Odom.  These jurors

and prospective juror did not have relatives involved in the case, either directly or

peripherally.  In fact, their issues had nothing to do with the case but were, rather, personal

to them.  Steven Larsen stated he “believed” he knew State’s witness, John Compton.  But

he also stated it would have not effect on his ability to be impartial.  Williams v. State, 35

So.3d 480, (Miss. 2010) (no prejudice where juror failed to reveal that she knew a state’s

witness because she did not recognize her name).  Emily Ladner’s problem related to an

unexpected issue with child care.  Tanya Ladner’s issue related to her son’s birthday and later

an injury to her son.  T. 948; see Ground Three, infra.  Dennis Sosville had a prior

commitment on the following Saturday.  Keller v. State, 138 So.3d 817, 846 (Miss. 2014)

(rejecting argument failure to disclose scheduling conflict because defendant failed to show

he was prejudiced and defense failed to make a contemporaneous objection when the issue

was made known to the parties).  

Obviously, Odom does not specifically require a familial relationship.  However, the

inference of prejudice in the Odom case was established because a seated juror failed to

respond to questions that would have exposed his close familial relationship to a potential

material witness who directly participated in the criminal investigation.  In other words, the

juror had to pass upon the credibility of his own brother as he considered the evidence.  In

a later case, this Court held that the fact that a juror was a distant cousin of a local deputy
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sheriff was too distant a kinship to satisfy the Odom rule.  Magee v. State, 124 So.3d 64, 68

(Miss. 2013) (appellant argued he would have struck jury if she had answered questions). 

Relief may be warranted where prejudice can be inferred from a juror’s failure to

answer relevant, unambiguous questions during voir dire.  Id.; Lewis v. State, 580 So.2d

1279, (Miss. 1991) (finding that juror’s failure to disclose that her nephew had a relationship

with the victim was not error); Logan v. State, 465 So.2d 339, 369-40 (Miss. 1985)

(affirming juror’s failure to disclose that his niece had been a victim of rape and finding no

prejudice because the juror stated it no effect on his verdict.).  The trial court’s ruling,

however, will not be disturbed unless clearly wrong.  Doss v. State, 882 So.2d 176, 184

(Miss. 2004).  

Evans’ claim fails because he has suffered no prejudice.  Indeed, Evans does not even

suggest that he would have challenged any of these jurors or sought their removal.  In fact,

based on this record, he cannot because not only did he fail to object when given the

opportunity, in at least one instance the defense was instrumental in seeing to it that the juror

was accommodated.  Thus, no inference of prejudice arises or can be established from the

events that took place at Evans’ trial which were wholly unrelated to any aspect of case.12 

Williams v. State, 923 So.2d 990, 995-97 (Miss. 2006) (no prejudice where juror failed to

disclose that a family member had been the victim of a crime).

12  The Appellant even admits as much in his brief.  App’s Br. at 45 (“Although standing
alone these two jurors’ post-selection issues might not warrant reversal...”).
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Again, in the absence of a contemporary objection, this entire claim is barred.   Gillett

v. State, 56 So.3d 469, 520 (Miss. 2010).  Without waiving the bar, the State submits that the

claim lacks merit.  As recounted by above, none of the named jurors had issues that

specifically involved this case that rises to the level of prejudice found in Odom.  To the

contrary, the jurors’ post-selection issues were personal in nature and were clearly

insignificant to the verdict; so much so that Evans does not even now suggest that he would

have challenged them for cause or otherwise.  To the extent, the Court perceives some error,

the State submits that any such error was harmless.

Ground Three:  Seating an Alternate Juror did not Violate Evans’ Rights. 
There was no Juror Misconduct.  The Jury followed the
Instructions given by the Court.  The Form of the Verdict
was Sufficient to Impose Death.

A.  Seating an Alternate Juror

Evans claims that the seating of an alternate juror was done in violation of Mississippi

Statute and this Court’s precedent.  Evans’ rather protracted argument suggests that the trial

jury–the guilt phase jury–must be the same jury that deliberates the sentence.  He does so by

parsing together statute and precedent.  No court has adopted the Appellant’s commingled

argument.  The claim should be denied.

After guilt deliberations and prior to beginning the sentencing phase, Juror Tanya

Ladner13 was excused after learning that her son had been injured and taken to Hattiesburg

13  The same Tanya Ladner who was the subject of Ground Two, supra, where Evans
implied he would have considered removing Ladner. 
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for surgery.  T. 948, 951.  Alternate Juror Larry Lind replaced Ms. Ladner for the sentencing. 

Mr. Lind was present during the guilt phase but, as an alternate, was not permitted to

participate in deliberations.  T. 937, 946; Luster v. State, 515 So.2d 1177, 1180 (Miss. 1987). 

The defense moved for a mistrial which was denied.  T. 949-50.  Evans claims this was error

because, in denying the mistrial, the court relied on a case that, he asserts, does not exist.  

A trial court has sound discretion in dismissing a juror for good cause and replacing

him or her with an alternate and will not be reversed unless there has been an abuse of

discretion.  Shaw v. State, 540 So.2d 26, 28 (Miss. 1989).  A trial court will not be reversed

unless there has been some radical departure from the statutory scheme.  Vaugh v. State, 712

So.2d 721, 724 (Miss. 1998) (juror became unable to perform jury duty when he disappeared

from the courthouse without consent of the court and seating an alternate did not result in

prejudice).  Relief is not warranted where there has been no prejudice.  Id. at 725.

First, it should be noted that defense counsel accepted Mr. Lind as an alternate juror. 

T. 660.  Mr. Lind sat through trial and heard all the testimony and saw the evidence.  Mr.

Lind was not allowed to deliberate with the jurors during the guilt phase of the trial but he

remained sequestered.  T. 937, 946.  Mr. Lind was seated with the jury prior to the beginning

of the sentencing phase of the trial.  Id.  Based on these facts, it is difficult to understand

Evans’ claims of error.  

In Balfour v. State, 598 So.2d 731, 753 (Miss. 1992), a capital murder case, the jury

had retired to consider sentencing.  Two hours into deliberations, one of the jurors informed
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the court that she was against the death penalty.  Id. at 753.  The juror was dismissed.  Id. 

The trial judge seated an alternate juror after ensuring that the alternate juror had been

present for all of the testimony and evidence in both the trial and sentencing phase.  Id. at

753-54.  The judge then instructed the jurors to start deliberations anew.  Id. at 754.  This

Court held that the replacement with the alternate juror after deliberations had begun was

error.  Id. 

Here, Mr. Lind was not seated during deliberations.  Because of the bifurcated nature

of capital murder trials, Mr. Lind was seated prior to the jury convening to deliberate the

sentence.  Miss. Code Ann. § 99-19-101 (separate sentencing proceeding).  Thus, the result

in Balfour is distinguishable.         

Also in Fuller v. State, 468 So.2d 68, 71 (Miss. 1985), a sequestered juror was given

permission to leave by a bailiff after she learned of her grandmother’s death.  When the court

learned the juror had left, an alternate juror was seated.  Id. at 71.  This Court denied claims

of error because Fuller had failed to show any prejudice as a result of impaneling the

alternate juror who had been subjected to the same examination as the original juror and

accepted by both sides.  

The holding of Fuller is instructive.  In Evans’ case, the alternate juror was subject

to the same examination as all other jurors.  But more importantly, Evans cannot show any

prejudice as a result of Mr. Lind being seated on the sentencing jury.  None.  
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This Court has recognized that the purpose of alternate jurors is to “fill the gap created

by some contingency.”  Walls v. State, 371 So.2d 411, 413 (Miss. 1979).  If Evans’ reasoning

is to be adopted, it would render seating alternate jurors superfluous.  Under these

circumstances, what should the court have done?  Evans offers no workable solution.14  But

precedent directs, that the trial court exercised its discretion just as it should.  There was no

error.  

B.  Following Instructions

Evans contends that the jurors failed to follow instructions as given by the court and,

thus, a mistrial was necessary.  He specifically points to the jury’s communication with the

court to support his argument.  The State submits that the claim has absolutely no merit and

should be denied.    

During the guilt phase deliberations, the jury attempted to communicate with the

court.  The trial judge recounted the events,

For the record, and the attorneys are already aware of this as is the
defendant, the jury first advised verbally that they had a question.  They were
told to write down the question.  And then they advised, a different juror that
there was a hung jury and then a third juror came out and actually handed the
question to the bailiff.  The attorneys were allowed to read the question and
then to retire to determine how they wanted to handle this and for the defense
to be able to speak with Mr. Evans.  The question will be marked as part of
this record.  It says some jurors believe one or more jurors are in violation of
the judge’s instructions.  What recourse do we have?  While the attorneys are
able to determine how they wanted to proceed and how they wanted to handle

14  Evans ironically argues in his Ground Three that “ the only cure where a juror has been
found unable to serve after the jury is sworn is dismissal and replacement with an alternate.” 
App’s Br. at 52.  He cannot have it both ways.
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this matter, and basically ask if the attorneys agreed that they needed to make
a record on this, there was a knock at the door and the bailiffs were advise that
there was, in fact, a verdict in this matter.  So apparently whatever the question
was, whatever the problem was, the jurors have resolved amongst themselves
without the necessity of the parties and the Court inquiring further of them.  

T. 938-39.  Defense counsel moved for a mistrial based on his perception that the jurors are

not following the instructions.  T. 393.  The court denied the mistrial finding that the question

posed by the jury could be read a number of ways.  T. 939-40.  The judge developed a plan

to determine whether the jury’s question had to do with instructions of the law or something

improper that came from outside the courtroom.  T. 940, 942.  The defense agreed with the

plan and proposed inquiry.  T. 942.  The jury returned to the courtroom with its verdict.  T.

943.  The following exchange took place,

THE COURT: Mr. Breland, were you selected as the foreperson?  It
looks like you have a paper in your hands?

MR. BRELAND: Yes, ma’am.

THE COURT: Sir, let me ask you the first two questions and I
respectfully ask that you limit you’re answers to yes or no.  Has the jury
reached a verdict?

MR. BRELAND: Yes, ma’am.

THE COURT:  And, is that verdict unanimous?

MR. BRELAND: Yes, ma’am.

THE COURT: Sir, if you will hand it to the bailiff for me.  Mr. Breland,
I have one other question for you while you are up, sir.  In light of the
question, the written question that was sent out by the jury, my only inquire of
you is this.  Was the concern of some of the jurors that someone had not
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followed the instructions that you guys have been given each evening and
during the lunch breaks?

MR. BRELAND:  No, ma’am.

THE COURT: So this dispute had to do with simply your discussions
of the law and the evidence?

MR. BRELAND: Yes, ma’am.

THE COURT: All right, sir.  Thanks you.  You can have a seat.  

T. 943-44.  The verdict was read in open court and Evans was found guilty of capital murder. 

T. 944.  Each juror was polled and affirmed that it was his or her respective verdict.  T. 944-

45.  

Jurors are presumed to follow the instructions of the court.  Keller, 138 So.3d at 845. 

“To presume otherwise would be to render the jury system inoperable.”  Flynt v. State, 183

So.3d 1, 11 (Miss. 2015).  Further, “not every incident of juror misconduct requires a new

trial.”  Holland v. State, 587 So.2d 848, 873-74 (Miss. 1991); see Hughes v. State, 90 So.3d

613, 623 (Miss. 2012) (finding that a jury note during deliberations did not support appellate

claims of misconduct).  

Evans only proof in support of his argument that the jurors failed to follow the judge’s

instructions evaporates in light of the record.  The jury note can be read any number of ways

as recognized by the trial judge.  The note does not require the conclusion that a violation of

the court’s instruction occurred.  Based on the foreman’s responses to questioning by the

court, it was clear that the jury note was prompted by “discussions of the law and the
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evidence” rather than some actual misconduct.  T. 9413-44.   This record belies any claim

of juror misconduct, particularly here, where the jury resolved the conflict among themselves

and the court ensured that the disagreement among the jurors was not related to some outside

influence.15  

The State submits that there was no jury misconduct.  To the extent the Court gleans

any error, the trial court cured the error with reasonable inquiry which clearly laid to rest

concerns that the jury failed to follow instructions.  Furthermore, the error, if any was

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. 

C.  Form of the Verdict     

As his last basis for relief under Ground Three, Evans claims that the form of the

sentencing verdict was invalid.  The State submits that this argument is barred from

consideration for failure to lodge a contemporaneous objection.  Ronk v State, 172 So.3d

1112, 1134 (Miss. 2015) (the procedural bar is not diminished in a capital case).  Without

waiving the application of the bar, the State submits that the claim is wholly devoid of merit.

During the sentencing phase, the jury returned to the courtroom to announce their

decision.  T. 1051.  The judge reviewed the written verdict and, without divulging the

decision, determined it was not in the proper form.  T. 1052.  The judge instructed,

15  Evans cites to Simmons v. S. Carolina, 512 U.S. 154, 171 (1994) as requiring
reversal.  Simmons is inapposite.  That case dealt with, inter alia, an instruction regarding
life imprisonment and its definition which apparently caused some confusion among the
jurors.  The Court held that the defendant’s right to due process was violated where his
future dangerousness but the jury was not informed that he was ineligible for parole.  Id.
at 171.  
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The form of the verdict is not in proper form, so I would ask the jury to
return to the jury room, review your instructions with regard to the form of the
verdict and provide me with the form that you have chosen.  Either all of
number one, all of number two or all of number three.  It has to be exactly like
on the instruction.  I will hand these back–actually I won’t.  It will be part of
the record.  I will aks you guys to start over and write whichever you all voted
for and write it exactly like is on the jury instruction.  

Id.16; T. 1056-57.  There was no objection by the defense.  The jury subsequently returned

the verdict in proper form finding that Evans actually killed Ms. Holling, for pecuniary gain

during the course of the robbery, and that there was insufficient mitigating circumstances to

outweigh the aggravating circumstance, and found that he should suffer death.  T. 1053; CP.

713.  The jury was polled and all affirmed their verdict.  T. 1054.

Contrary to Evans’ argument, the procedure employed by the trial court has been

approved by this Court and is statutorily permissible.  Miss. Code Ann. § 99-19-11 plainly

provides, “If the verdict is informal or defective the court may direct it to be reformed at the

bar.”  Also, this Court has upheld the procedure employed by the trial court.  In Dickerson

v. State, 175 So.3d 8, 26-28 (Miss. 2015), the jury returned a verdict form imposed death but

failed to specifically list any aggravating factors.  The trial judge referred the jury to the

instructions and returned them to reform the verdict.  Id. at 27.  The jury returned a reformed

verdict finding two aggravating factors and sentencing the defendant to death.  Id.  On

appeal, this Court affirmed the conviction and held that the error in the first verdict was

16  The incomplete verdict form is located at CP. 706-10.  
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technical and the judge’s instructions to reform the verdict did not taint the jury’s conclusion.

 Id. at 28.     

The facts of Evans’ case are indistinguishable from Dickerson.  As such, the result

should be no different.  The trial court’s instruction to the jury regarding reforming the

verdict is consistent with statutory law and precedent of this Court.  Once the jury retired to

review the instructions anew, the verdict was returned in proper form.  There was no error. 

In the event, this Court finds some error occurred, the State submits that any such error was

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

Ground Four:  Exclusion of Evidence of Victim’s Blood Alcohol Level,
Denial of Motion to Suppress Statements, Admission of
Photograph of Victim and Testimony Regarding Prior
Criminal Conduct was Proper.

A.  Exclusion of Evidence of Ms. Holling’s Blood Alcohol Level.

Evans argues that the trial court erred by excluding evidence of Ms. Holling’s blood

alcohol level upon autopsy.  He claims that evidence of her intoxication support his defense

that Ms. Holling provoked the altercation which led to her death.  The State submits that the

trial court properly excluded the evidence and this claim should be denied.

Beginning the third day of trial, the prosecution argued for the exclusion of Ms.

Holling’s blood alcohol level, under 404(b) as improper character evidence.  T. 797-99. 

Defense counsel responded that the evidence was relevant to Joe Thomas’ testimony to the
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effect that Ms. Holling did not drink17 and also to show that Ms. Holling provoked Evans. 

T. 800-01.  The court granted the state’s motion finding that Ms. Holling’s alcohol

consumption was not, yet, relevant; noting that there was no self-defense issue, no claim she

was the aggressor, no testimony with regard to her behavior at the time of the murder.  T.

802.  The court ruled, “At this point the Motion In Limine will be granted.  If, however, it

later does become relevant in the defense’s opinion you can reraise it.”  T. 803.  Defense

counsel never reurged the issue.  

It is rudimentary that all relevant evidence is admissible in a court of law.  M.R.E. 401

and 402.  Relevant evidence is that “having any tendency to make the existence of any fact

that is of consequence . . . more probably or less probable.”  M.R.E. 401.  Rule 404(a)(2)

generally excludes evidence of a victim’s character.  The Rule prohibits evidence related to

a characteristic of a victim unless the defendant claims the victim was the aggressor or that

the defendant’s actions were in self-defense.  M.R.E. 404(a) cmt.  In order for the victim’s

character evidence to be presented, the defendant must offer evidence of an overt act of

17  Joe Thomas’ testimony related to Ms. Holling drinking was elicited on cross-
examination by defense counsel.  T. 746.  The entire testimony related to Ms. Holling drinking
was as follows,

Q.  Would y’all have a few cocktails for Sunday dinner?
A.  No.  They wouldn’t drink.
Q.  Who doesn’t drink?
A.  Fred and Wenda, they didn’t drink.
Q.  You never saw them drink?
A.  No, sir, I did not.

T. 746
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aggression perpetrated against him by the victim.  Freeman v. State, 204 So.2d 842 (Miss.

1967); Anderson v. State, 185 So.3d 1015, 1025 (Miss. Ct. App. 2014), aff’d, 185 So.3d 966

(Miss. 2015).  No matter how relevant the evidence, the trial court may exclude the evidence

if unfair prejudice outweighs the probative value under M.R.E. 403.  See generally,

McGilberry v. State, 797 So.2d 940 (Miss. 2001) (discussion of first aggressor doctrine). 

The admissibility of evidence rests within the discretion of the trial court, and reversal is

appropriate only when a trial court commits an abuse of discretion resulting in prejudice to

the accused.”  Ross v. State, 954 So.2d 968, 992 (Miss. 2007). 

This Court has held exclusion of evidence of a victim’s intoxication is not relevant

in the absence of some proof to establish a self-defense claim or show that the victim

becomes violent when drunk.  Farmer v. State, 770 So.2d 953, 958 (Miss. 2000).  More

recently in Newell v. State, 49 So.3d 66, 72-73 (Miss. 2010), a self-defense case, this Court

reiterated that “intoxication offer for this reason is admissible so long as its relevance has

been established by the time the evidence if offered.”  

At Evans trial, there was no proof or predicate laid to establish the relevance of Ms.

Holling’s blood alcohol content.  There was no proof that Ms. Holling was the aggressor. 

There was no allegation that she became violent when she drinks.  The only allegation that

even touches upon violence are self-serving statements by Evans in his confession to

Hancock County investigators to the effect that Ms. Holling caught him trying to steal her

credit card and an argument ensued.  State’s Trial Exhibit 9; CP. 726-27; T. 821-23, 826. 
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Therefore, the trial court properly ruled that Evans had failed to show how Ms. Holling’s

blood alcohol level was relevant.  There was no M.R.E. 403 balancing test conducted

because Evans failed to make a minimal showing of relevance.  

Under this Court’s precedent, the trial court’s exclusion of the evidence was not an

abuse of discretion.18  The State submits there was no error.  To the extent there was error,

the court simply held that the evidence was not relevant at that point in the trial.  The court

even suggested that Evans might re-raise the issue later.  Evans never attempted to show how

the evidence was relevant.  Mallett v. State, 606 So.2d 1092, 1095-96 (Miss. 1992) (finding

victim’s drinking was not relevant to any issue before the court in murder trial; “Burnley may

have been a boozer of the worst kind, but that does not mitigate the severity of Mallett’s

felonious conduct.”).  Therefore, to the extent, the Court finds the omission of the character

evidence was improper, the State submits that any such error is harmless beyond a reasonable

doubt because the defense was not wholly prevent from introducing the evidence.  

B.  Denial of Motion to Suppress. 

The Appellant complains that the trial court’s denial of his motions to suppress was 

done without an adjudication of his competency.  This is an extension of his argument in

Ground One.  The State incorporates its response to Ground One by reference as though fully

18  Lewis v. State,  ___ So.3d ___ , 2016 WL 1314580 at **2-3 ( Miss. Ct. App.
Apr. 5, 2016) (excluded evidence of victim’s intoxication); Bradshaw v. State, 138 So.3d
199, 204 (Miss. Ct. App. 2013) (“evidence of intoxication of the deceased is irrelevant
where the testimony shows that the defendant was the aggressor, or there is no testimony
evincing the necessity for the accused to kill the deceased.”).
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reproduced herein.  As argued by the State in Ground One, Evans was admitted and deemed

competent to proceed on this occurred on February 26, 2013.  T. 105-06.  The hearing on

Evans’ motion to suppress took place months later on July 31, 2013.  T. 277-466. 

Accordingly, Evans claim is entirely without merit and should be summarily denied.  

C.  Admission of Crime Scene Photograph.   

The Appellant claims that the court committed error by allowing admission of a

gruesome photograph.  On July 31, 2013, a hearing took place during which the court took

up several motions including defense’s motion to exclude photos of the victim’s body found

where Evans discarded her.  T. 455-467.  The State proposed submitting three photographs

of the crime scene in the woods.  T. 457 (marking photos for identification, State’s Hearing

Ex. 13, 14 and 15).  The court reviewed each photograph and ruled Exhibit 13, which

depicted Ms. Holling’s decomposing body in tall grassy area was admissible.  T. 464.  The

court rule Exhibit 14, which was a closer and different view of the body, was irrelevant and

inadmissible.  Id.  The court ruled Exhibit 15, which depicted “leg bones . . . injuries to the

side, to the head . . . and . . . dentures outside the mouth” was inadmissible but might revisit

that ruling if the condition of the body were to become an issue during testimony from the

forensic pathologist.  T. 463, 465.  Despite the court’s willingness to reconsider its ruling as

to State’s Hearing Exhibit 15, by far providing the most detailed and closest view of the

victim, the photo was never offered at trial.  The State’s Hearing Exhibit S-13, however, was
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authenticated and admitted into evidence as State’s Exhibit S-5.  T. 718-19.  It is this

photograph to which Evans assigns error.

A photograph has a meaningful evidentiary purpose when it: (1) aids in describing the

circumstances of the killing; (2) describes the location of the body or cause of death; or (3)

supplements or clarifies witness testimony.  Dampier v. State, 973 So.2d 221, 230 (Miss.

2008).  The trial court is afforded wide latitude in admitting photos and will only be reversed

upon showing of clear abuse.  Dampier, 973 So.2d at 230.  The discretion is almost limitless

without regard to the gruesomeness, repetitiveness, and extent of probative value.  Gillett v.

State, 56 So.3d 469, 521 (Miss. 2010).  Subject to M.R.E. 403, "[s]o long as a photograph

has probative value and its introduction serves a meaningful evidentiary purpose, it may still

be admissible despite being gruesome, grisly, unpleasant, or even inflammatory."   Dampier,

973 So.2d at 230.  "Some probative value is the only requirement needed in order to support

a trial judge's decision to admit photographs into evidence."  Gillet, 56 So.3d at 521 (internal

citations omitted); Parker v. State, 119 So.3d 987, 993 (Miss. 2013) (a general picture of the

crime scene constitutes some probative value).  

In King v. State, 83 So.3d 376, 378 (Miss. 2012), this Court acknowledged that 

“[p]hotographs of bodies may nevertheless be admitted into evidence in criminal cases where

they have probative value and where they are not so gruesome or used in such a way as to be

overly prejudicial or inflammatory."  Id. at 378.  The King Court ultimately held that the

admission of four photos of the victims’ bodies as they were found described the
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circumstances of the killings and supplemented testimony.  See also Richardson v. State, 74

So.3d 317, 332 (Miss. 2011) (finding no error to admit autopsy photos of victim’s brain to

supplement pathologist’s testimony).

Recently, this Court again upheld the admission of 13 photographs of the victims in

Gillett, 56 So.3d at 522.  The Court found that the photographs were used by the pathologist

to described the condition of the victims and their injuries.  Id.  Again, in Parker, the Court

held that admission of five photos of the victim’s gunshot wound, despite being graphic,

described the location of the body and clarified testimony.  119 So.3d at 993; Beasley v.

State, 136 So.3d 393, 401 (Miss. 2014)  (no abuse of discretion by the introduction of five

photos of the victim’s body to show the circumstances of the killing and location of the body

and to clarify testimony); Cox v. State, 183 So.3d 36, 49-50 (Miss. 2015).  

In fact, this Court has reversed convictions based on the presentation of photographs

of bodies in very few criminal cases each of which involved far more gruesome and

disturbing images and are in any event easily distinguishable from the facts of this case.  See

Bonds v State, 138 So.3d 914, 920 (Miss. 2014) (error to display gruesome rotting,

maggot-infested, disfigured skull and face when other photos were admitted and available

to show the angle of entry of the bullet); Flowers v. State, 773 So.2d 309, 322 (Miss. 2000);

(error to admit photographs and slide show of other victims the murder of which the

defendant was not on trial); Welch v State, 566 So.2d 680, 685 (Miss. 1990) (error to admit

gruesome autopsy photos showing dissection of the cadaver cut open in a y shape with
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organs exposed and removed, where they did not show the circumstances surrounding death,

cruelty of the crime, the wounds, or extent of forced used); McNeal v State, 551 So.2d 151,

159 (Miss. 1989) (error to display photos of the victim’s decomposed maggot infested skull);

Stringer v. State, 500 So.2d 928, 935 (Miss. 1986) (error, one of many throughout trial, to

admit photographs of deceased victim for the murder of which the defendant was not on

trial).  

In Evans’ trial, the admission of a single crime scene photo of Ms. Holling’s

decomposing body, in the location where Evans dumped her, was not error.  The photograph

was admitted during testimony of Jason McGill an officer who was among the first law

enforcement at the scene where Ms. Holling was found.  T. 715-19.  The photograph was

clearly relevant and probative to describe the location, condition and circumstances at the

crime scene and aided McGill’s testimony.  

The photos were also properly admitted to supplement and clarify testimony from the

investigator and to show the location of Ms. Holling’s body when it was found.  The

prejudicial effect of this photo, if any, did not substantially outweigh the probative value. 

The trial court did not abuse its considerable discretion.  Should the Court find otherwise, the

State submits that any such error was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

D.  Testimony of Prior Bad Acts.

In the last sub-argument in Ground Four, Evans complains that the State improperly

elicited testimony from Dr. Storer–defendant’s mitigation witness–about Evans’ prior
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convictions.  The State submits that this argument is barred from consideration due to Evans’

failure to lodge a contemporaneous objection.  Ronk, 172 So.3d at 1134 (the procedural bar

is not diminished in a capital case).  Without waiving application of the bar, the State submits

the claim does not warrant reversal.  

After Evans was convicted of the capital murder of Ms. Holling, the jury was again

assembled to consider an appropriate sentence.  The prosecution moved to incorporate all

testimony and evidence from the culpability phase into the sentencing proceedings and rested

without calling a single witness.  T. 955-56.  Evans then called his first witness, Dr. Storer. 

T. 956.  After going through the procedure employed to evaluate Evans, defense counsel

asked,

Q.  Now, Doctor, in searching through his background you also listed
his lengthy history of run-ins with the law, correct?

A.  I did.

Q.  Those run-ins with the law generally revolved around what?

A.  They appear to revolve primarily around substance abuse and
substance abuse problems.  

Q.  I guess, buttressed against the age in which he started drinking
would that, I guess, be typical or follow?

A.  Actually considering the age that he began drinking and using other
drugs I would expect that he would have had some problems as a juvenile as
well . . . I would have expected some juvenile involvement, some Youth Court
involvement prior to that.  But from age 22 on up he has been in and out of
jams with authorities.  

Q.  Mainly on alcohol related or drug related?
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A.  It appears to be primarily around substance abuse.

T. 969-70.  On cross-examination, the prosecution asked a variety of questions regarding Dr.

Storer’s report one of which related to Evans’ criminal history which was contained in that

report,

Q.  As part of your evaluation of Mr. Evans you were also allowed to
review his criminal history, correct?

A.  I was.

Q.  And on page 21 of your report you detail his criminal history?

A.  I do.

Q.  Now, Doctor, you were asked on direct exam if criminal history
was–if his criminal history was based on alcohol abuse, weren’t you?

A.  There was a question around–I don’t remember the exact layout.

Q.  But, you were not allowed to see the report or know the facts of
those crimes of which he was arrested or convicted that are listed in you report,
were you? 

A.  No, I was.

Q.  All you know is what was listed as this was the charge, this was the
date and this was the result?  

A.  And on some of these factors we asked him about them during the
evaluation, but we did not ask him every single one, and there were some that
he didn’t remember what the circumstances were.

Q.  Sure.  It was a pretty lengthy history, wasn’t it?

A.  Fairly lengthy, yes, sir. 
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Q.  And to your knowledge–or you don’t have any knowledge whether
or not alcohol was involved in the vast majority of these offenses, do you,
other than alcohol rimes like DUI’s?

A.  I don’t know the exact number.  I know that there are, let’s
see–[details some DUI charges, possession charges and dates] . . . So I know
there are a number that are directly related to substance abuse.  And ruing our
evaluation of him he reported to us that many of these other offenses were
substance related.

Q.  Doctor, there’s no denying that he’s had lots of arrest by the law for
failing to abide by DUI laws or possession of cocaine, but if you would give
the ladies and gentlemen of the jury the benefit of the remainder of his history
as you observed it and noted in your report?

T. 984-85.  Dr. Storer then recounted Evans’ criminal history for the jury.  T. 985-88.  

The trial court is cloaked with discretion to determine the admissibility of evidence. 

Shaw v. State, 915 So. 2d 442, 445 (Miss. 2005).  The trial court’s rulings will not be

reversed unless there has been an abuse of that discretion and prejudice to the defendant

resulting from the erroneous ruling.  Id.  M.R.E. 404(a)(1) allows “evidence of a pertinent

trait of his character offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut the same.”  “The

State is allowed to rebut mitigating evidence through cross-examination, introduction of

rebuttal evidence or by argument.”  Batiste v. State, 121 So.3d 808, 862 (Miss. 2013). 

Moreover, Miss. Code Ann. § 99-19-101(1) allows the introduction of any evidence that the

court deems relevant to sentencing.  

Recent holdings of this Court are also instructive.  In Batiste, the defendant set forth

an identical claim asserting that the State had improperly cross-examined a sentencing phase

witness regarding inadmissible prior bad acts.  121 So.3d at 861.  During sentencing, the
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defendant called several witnesses who provided testimony of Batiste’s good character.  Id.

at 861-62.  On cross-examination, the prosecution asked each witness if they were aware of

Batiste’s conviction for credit card fraud.  Id.  The Court found that the claim was not

preserved for appellate review but also found, relying on § 99-19-101(1), the claim lacked

merit.  Id. at 862.    

Dickerson v. State, 175 So.3d 8, 22 (Miss. 2015), is also instructive on this point. 

Prior to trial Dickerson filed a motion to exclude testimony and evidence of prior bad acts. 

Id. at 22.  The court did not rule on the motion and Dickerson never asked it to do so instead

opting to make an objection if evidence was offered at trial.  Id.  When proof of a prior

domestic abuse charge was given, Dickerson failed to object.  Id.  The Court held that the

claim was barred based on the absence of a contemporaneous objection.  However, the Court

also held that admission of the testimony was proper to show motive under M.R.E. 103(d)

and 404(b).  Also in Pitchford v. State, 45 So.3d 216, 235 ¶26 (Miss. 2010), this Court found

no error when, during the sentencing phase, the prosecution elicited testimony from the

defendant’s sister and mother about Ptichford’s behavior as a child because the witnesses had

opened the door.        

Based on § 99-19-101 and this Court’s holdings in Batiste, Dickerson and Pitchford,

the testimony of Dr. Storer, elicited by the prosecution was not error.  The testimony was first

touched upon by defense counsel’s direct examination of Dr. Storer and merely expanded

upon by the prosecution during cross.  Thus, it was proper under the Rules of Evidence.  The
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testimony was equally allowable under the statute as being relevant to sentencing.  Lastly,

like Batiste and Dickerson, the claim is barred for failure to preserve the issue, but also

without merit.  Arguably, not only did defense counsel open the door during direct-

examination, but Dr. Storer also opened the door by responding to cross-examination.19 

Additionally and finally, M.R.E. 705 plainly contemplates the type of testimony offered by

Dr. Storer.  That Rule provides that a testifying expert may be required to disclose the

underlying facts or data on cross-examination.  Id.  That is precisely what happened in

Evans’ case when Dr. Storer was under cross-examination by the prosecution.              

For each of these reasons, either alone or cumulatively, Evans’ claim of error should

be denied.  Furthermore, the error, if any, was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  The

State submits the claim should be dismissed.

Ground Five:  There was no Prosecutorial Misconduct.   

Evans has parsed his claims of prosecutor misconduct into essentially two sub-

arguments.  The first claim is based on the prosecutor’s comments which alleged violated the

“golden rule.”  The second portion of the Ground for relief, involves and alleged improper

comment on Evans’ decision not to testify.  The State submits that each of these claims are

barred based on the absence of an objection during trial.  Thus, this Court is precluded from

considering this assignment of error.  The absence of any objection, alone suggests the

19  This was most certainly a calculated strategic decision by defense counsel to use Dr.
Storer as a mitigation witness knowing that the mitigation evidence was a double edged sword
that cut both ways.  
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comments were not improper.  Procedural barr notwithstanding, the entire claim has no merit. 

A trial court’s ruling on the propriety of closing arguments is entitled to great

deference because the trial judge is in the best position to tell if the comment had any

prejudicial effect.  Jones v. State, 962 So.2d 1263, 1275 (Miss. 2007).  A ruling will not be

reversed absent an abuse of that discretion.  Id. at 1275.  Absent a comment on the

defendant’s decision not to testify, attorneys are allowed wide latitude in their arguments. 

Stevens v. State, 806 So.2d 1031, 1057 (Miss. 2001).  “The State may comment upon any

facts introduced into evidence.  The State may [also] draw whatever deductions seem proper

from these facts . . .”  Davis v. State, 684 So.2d 643, 656 (Miss. 1996) (citations omitted). 

And, the statements at issue “must be considered within context while also taking into

account the facts surrounding the particular case.” Franklin v. State, 136 So. 3d 1021, 1030

(Miss. 2014) (citing Dancer v. State, 721 So.2d 583, 589 (Miss. 1998) (citing Davis, 660

So.2d at 1248)).  On review, the Court should consider “whether the natural and probable

effect of the improper argument of the prosecuting attorney created an unjust prejudice

against the accused as to the result in a decision influenced by the prejudiced so created.” 

Caston v. State, 823 So.2d 473, 495 (Miss. 2002).   

A.  Golden Rule

As noted by the Appellant, golden rule arguments are prohibited.  A golden rule

argument asks the jurors to put themselves in the place of one of the parties.  Chisolm v.

State, 529 So.2d 635, 639-40 (Miss.1988).  However, violations of that rule are subject to
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harmless error review.  Jones v. State, 962 So.2d 1263, 1275 (Miss. 2007); Stevens v. State,

806 So.2d 1031, 1057 (Miss. 2001); Wells v. State, 698 So.2d 497,  507 (Miss. 1997).   

The Appellant claims that, during the penalty phase closing arguments, the prosecutor

made an improper argument.  Evans has extracted portions of a much longer argument to

support his claim.  Referring to the mitigation testimony from Dr. Storer and Dr. Zimmerman

the prosecutor said, during closing arguments of the sentencing phase,

Nothing we heard can excuse his actions.  He’s undeserving of your sympathy
here today.  He wants you to feel sympathy because he’s frustrated with his
life, because he’s resentful that at the age of 52 he was dependent upon a 70-
year-old lady for shelter, a 70 year-old woman who provided him a place to
live, gave him resources and that resentment drove him to take her life, the
same person who took him in.  Ladies and gentlemen, I know it’s been a long
week and you have been through a lot and I don’t need to stand before you and
recount that last day that Wenda Holling experienced, but as I sat here and
listened to Mr. Burrell talk about the last images of her life, the last thing she
saw was this defendant, I couldn’t help but go back in my mind and wonder
one thing.  What were her thoughts at that time?  So much yesterday we spent
time talking about this defendant, his life, but what were hers at the age of 70
as the breath left her body in the last moments on that day.  What were her
thoughts of John, of Barbara, her family, or even the defendant asking why,
how could you.  I took you into my home.  This defendant tells you he’s
remorseful, but I can’t figure out when he was.  

T. 1048.  Without objection from the defense, the argument continued by recounting Evans’

care-free actions after he killed Ms. Holling.  T. 1048-49.  This portion of the closing

argument, Evans now claims was akin to impermissible golden rule comments.  The State

submits that this was not improper argument and did not amount to gold rule comments.  The

prosecution’s argument was not intended to, nor did it cause any prejudice effecting the

sentence.  To the contrary, the bear facts of this case, the manual strangulation of a 70 year-
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old woman by her friend, roommate and former boyfriend and Evans’ shocking and

unaffected behavior after the murder was all that was necessary for the jury to impose death. 

Nothing the prosecutor said would have exacerbated the shocking and senseless murder of

Ms. Holling.  The prosecutor’s brief foray into her the last moments were nothing more than

a comment on the evidence and appropriate inferences that could be drawn from that

evidence.  Nonetheless, the comments about Ms. Holling’s last moments were a very small

portion of a much longer closing argument. 

However, to the extent there was any error with this line of argument, the State

submits that under Jones, Stevens and Wells, it was harmless given the overwhelming

evidence of guilt adduced against Evans.  Evans, himself, admitted countless times that he

killed and intended to kill Ms. Holling.  He readily confessed to planning to kill her and how

to dispose of her body.  There is no dispute regarding his guilt.  At sentencing, apart from

repeated references to Evans’ drinking and drug abuse which does not necessarily make him

a sympathetic defendant, very little mitigation evidence was available.  “This Court will

deem harmless an error where ‘the same result would have been reached had [it] not

existed.’” Batiste, 121 So.3d at 864 (internal citations omitted).  Evans has failed to show

how this remark prejudice him.  There is no proof that the jury placed any emphasis on the

argument of the attorneys.  Even in the absence of the prosecutor’s comments, this jury

would have reached the same results given the insurmountable evidence of guilt when
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weighed against the meager case in mitigation.20  The alleged misconduct on the part of the

prosecutor, if any, was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.   

B.  Comment on Failure to Testify

Evans next suggests the prosecutor made an improper comment on his decision not

to testify.  Again, the comment was part of a much longer argument, as seen below,

He keeps saying that he was remorseful when he talked to the Sun Herald, and
she told us he reached out to us.  Ladies and Gentlemen, he wanted his story
told, he wanted his picture on the front page of the newspaper.  In that article
he made promises about remorse, something that he calls justice, and you’ll
have that article with you.  He talked about how he wanted justice for Wenda
Holling and her family.  He wasn’t worried about her family then.  Even today,
all this time, he presents to you hollow promises, just like he did back then. 
He asked you for mercy.  What mercy did he show Wenda Holling?  What
mercy did he show here family when he publicized their mother’s death for all
of South Mississippi to read about.  What mercy did he show today? As Mr.
Burrell told you the law of the State of Mississippi allows a jury to return a
verdict imposing the highest penalty for a capital crime.  The oath that you
took on Monday, it didn’t obligate you to give the death penalty, but what it 

20  Evans makes, what is possibly, a separate argument about the prosecutor’s use of the
word mercy.  Evans claims that these comments were improper.  He, however, fails to cite any
authority for that proposition.  Glasper v. State, 914 So.2d 708, 726 (Miss. 2005).

Should the Court take up the argument, the State submits Walker v. State, 671 So.2d 581,
618 (Miss. 1995)  is applicable.  Walker argued on appeal that the prosecutor used the absence of
the mercy instruction to improperly ague that the jury could not consider mercy or sympathy in
their deliberations.  Id. at 618.  This Court explained,

 . . . the jury was instructed that it must consider any mitigating
circumstances.  Jurors are informed that the statements of counsel are not
evidence, and that they must follow the instructions and consider the evidence
presented.  Accordingly, Walker’s argument is not well taken.  Finally in Pinkney
v. State, 538 So.2d 329, 351 (Miss. 1988), this Court stated that the “prosecution
may argue that a defendant is not deserving of sympathy.” 

 
Walker, 671 So.2d at 618 (emphasis added).  Walker is dispositive of the issue.
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did allow you to do is to give justice.  It allows you to give full justice for the
action that this defendant took on January 2nd.  The law in the State of
Mississippi allows it and the facts in this case cry out for it.  The facts in this
case cry out for justice, justice for Wenda Holling and justice for her family. 

T. 1049 (emphasis added).  Evans characterizes the italicized sentence as an improper

comment on his decision not to testify.  

First and foremost, there was no contemporaneous objection made to this statement. 

Therefore, the claim is barred.  Without waiving the procedural bar, the State submits that

there has been no error.  

Any direct reference to the defendant’s failure to testify is strictly prohibited, all other

statements must necessarily be looked at on a case by case basis.”  Wright v. State, 958 So.2d

158, 161 (Miss. 2007).  There is a difference between a comment on the failure to testify and

a comment upon the failure to put on a successful defense.  Underwood v. State, 919 So.2d

931, 939-40 (Miss. 2005).  “The State is entitled to comment on the lack of any defense, and

such comment will not be construed as a reference to the defendant’s failure to testify by

innuendo and insinuation.  Shook v. State, 552 So.2d 841, 851 (Miss. 1989).  

The statement made by the prosecution here is by no means a direct comment on the

Evans’ failure to testify.  Nor does the statement even make an insinuation about Evans’

decision not to testify.  The statement is innocuous or, taken in the light most favorable to

Evans, it is ambiguous.

In Wright v. State, the Court considered whether or not the prosecution’s statements

were an improper comment.  The prosecutor told the jury,
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It is important that you know that the defendant has the right to testify or not
testify.  That’s one of the jury instructions you will have.  And he has the right
not to testify.  But he also has the right to call any witnesses that he wants to
call in his case.  

958 So.2d at 163.  This Court found that the prosecutor’s comment addressed the absence

of a defense and, thus, there was no error.  Id. at 165-66 (overruling Livingston v. State, 525

So.2d 1300 (Miss. 1988)).        

Here, the statement made during sentencing closing arguments by the prosecution, do

not even rise to the level of that challenged but approved of in Wright.  In other words, the

comment in Wright was far more direct and egregious, but was held not to be error, than the

statements in Evans’ case.  Additionally, the jury was instructed “you are not to consider

unfavorably the fact that the defendant did not testify, and you may not draw any unfavorable

conclusions from the fact that he did not testify.”  CP. 645 (D-5A).  The jury is presumed to

have followed that instruction.  Accordingly, the prosecutor’s comment rdoes not amount to

misconduct.  To the extent, the Court perceives some error, the State submits the error was

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

   Ground Six:  The Jury was Properly Instructed on the Applicable Law. 
Defense’s Proposed Manslaughter Instruction was Properly
Refused.

The Appellant next assigns error to the denial of his jury instructions on manslaughter

and granting the State’s instructions for voluntary intoxication and continuous transaction. 

The State submits that the jury was properly instructed.
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When challenged, jury instructions are to be read as a whole.  Pitchford v. State, 45

So.3d 216, 254 (Miss. 2010).  Although a defendant is entitled to have his theory of the case

presented in the jury instructions, the entitlement is limited.  Id. at 254.  A trial court may

refuse an instruction if it “incorrectly states the law, is covered fairly elsewhere in the

instructions, or is without foundation in the evidence.”  Id.; Hye v. State, 162 So.3d 750, 753

(Miss. 2015) (overruling Griffin v. State, 533 So.2d 444 (Miss. 1988)) (“the trial court may

refuse a proffered jury instruction if the instruction is without a foundation in the evidence.”). 

Instructing the jury is within the sound discretion of the trial court.  Id. 

A.  Manslaughter.  

 Prior to the conclusion of the culpability phase, the parties gathered to review

proposed jury instructions.  The defendant offered a number of instructions that were refused. 

He complains that the court’s denial of his instructions D-3 and D-4 was error.  CP. 647, 650,

655.  Briefly, in D-3 the defense sought to instruct the jury on the definition of heat of

passion manslaughter.  D-4 was a much more lengthy manslaughter instruction.  CP. 651-52,

656-57.  After hearing argument from the parties and refusing these two instructions, the

court gave a lengthy and comprehensive explanation,

At this point in the record, at least as I recall and as my notes say, Ms.
Harris did testify and I believe did have in her article and had read partly from
her article generally what Mr. Thriffley just has said.  Things were getting
rocky.  I lost it, et cetera.  However, he does not indicate that he was provoked
in anyway, and that is specifically what heat of passion requires.  It requires
that a defendant somehow be in some sort of violent and uncontrollable [rage]
caused by some sort of provocation or caused but I think a blow or a certain
other provocation.  There is absolutely no testimony in this record of any blow
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attempted by Ms. Holling or made by Ms. Holling.  There is no indication in
this record of provocation given. The closest that we come to provocation is
part of his first statement or some statement he made where he says she caught
me going in her purse and we had words, but then he went on about his
business and then later came back and ki11ed her.  That also was not heat of
passion under our law.  In addition to that besides there not being any proof of
that in the record the testimony of Ms. Harris also is that Mr. Evans at some
point said he had second thoughts about what he was doing, but he had already
planned it so he went ahead and did it.  That besides the other testimony
concerning his telling Investigator Luther he intended to do this pretty much
takes this out of the realm of any hint of a manslaughter type instruction.  In
addition to that, as I've just raised the question, I'm not aware of a case that
would say that it would be manslaughter.  The parties haven't argued that no
robbery occurred.  There has been no dispute in this case so far that the credit
card was taken and the cash and the credit card were used by Mr. Evans and
that they had belonged to Ms. Holling. simply don't know of a case that says
that that would then be reduced to manslaughter.  In fact, our case law is even
if you kill someone accidentally in the course of a robbery or kidnapping, et
cetera, under the statute that still qualifies as capital murder.  So based on this
record, based on as I understand the current case law, there isn't sufficient here
that a reasonable jury could find a manslaughter verdict because there's
nothing to support a heat of passion instruction nor is there anything to support
something that would tell me that would take this out of the robbery scenario,
the robbery, murder scenario.  Now clearly if the jury decided that there's not
a robbery they are not going to find him guilty of the capital murder.  That still
doesn't reduce it to manslaughter because it still has to be sufficient there that
they could find manslaughter rather than murder.  Now, Mr. Wittmann, you
said you did want to submit a murder instruction.  We don't have that yet, and
we will have to take that up in the morning, but at this point the manslaughter
instruction will be denied.  There's simply no evidence in the record to support
it. I will deny it. There's not any heat of passion.  In addition it's denied so that
would be true also for the State's S-8 and S-9.  S-8 and S-9 are refused. D-3 is
refused and D-4 is refused.  

T. 912-15.  The court essentially held there was no evidence to support Evans’ proposed

manslaughter instruction and recounted, in detail, the lack record support.  Evans now claims

that he was entitled to have his theory of the case submitted to the jury.   
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The State acknowledges that manslaughter is a lessor-included-offense of murder. 

State v. Shaw, 880 So.2d 296, 304 (Miss. 2004).  Manslaughter is defined as the “killing of

a human being, without malice, in the heat of passion, but in a cruel or unusual manner, or

by the use of a dangerous weapon, without authority of law, and not in necessary self-

defense.”  Miss. Code Ann. § 97-3-35.  Heat of passion is defined as “passion or anger

suddenly aroused at the time by some immediate and reasonable provocation, by words or

acts of one at the time.  McCune v. State, 989 So.2d 310, 319 (Miss. 2008).  The term

includes an emotional state of mind characterized by anger, rage, hatred, furious resentment

or terror.”  Anderson v. State, 79 So.3d 501 (Miss. 2012).  A defendant, however, is not

entitled to a lessor-included-offense instruction where there is an absence of evidence to

support that offense.  Id. at 505-06.  Such is the case here.

There is nothing the State can add to the trial court’s ruling that would be more

illuminating on this issue.  The only mention, in this case, of provocation was Evans’ self-

serving statement to Florida authorities that he and Ms. Holling had an argument and she

accidentally fell and hit her head, which was never presented to the jury.  See State’s Exhibit

6, Hearing July 31, 2013.  In Evans’ other statements that were presented to the jury, he

admitted he had planned to kill Ms. Holling.  State’s Trial Exhibits 9 and 10.    

There was not only insufficient proof, there was no proof submitted to the jury to

support a manslaughter instruction.  Given these facts, taking all the evidence in the light

most favorable to the accused and considering all reasonable inferences which may be drawn
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in favor of the accused from the evidence, a reasonable jury could not have found Evans

guilty of manslaughter rather than murder.  Anderson, 79 So.3d at 507.  The trial court’s

denial of the Evans’ D-3 and D-4 was entirely consistent with this Court’s precedent.  There

was no error.  

B.  Voluntary Intoxication.

The Appellant next asserts that the trial court erred in giving the State’s instruction

on voluntary intoxication, S-7.  CP. 619; T. 908.  The instruction provided, in relevant part, 

The Court instructs the jury that if a Defendant, when sober, is capable
of distinguishing between right and wrong, and the Defendant voluntarily
deprives himself of the ability to distinguish between right and wrong by
reason of becoming intoxicate by use of alcohol and commits an offense wile
in that condition, he is criminally responsible for such acts.    

CP. 619.  Evans makes a fledgling argument that the State may not use voluntary intoxication

as sword where he merely offered proof of intoxication as a “alternative theory of criminal

liability.”  App’s Br. at 87 (referring to the heat of passion manslaughter).  Evans’ argument

is, thus, dependant upon a finding that there was some validity to the lessor-included-offense

of manslaughter for which the State submits there was no evidentiary basis.  

Apart from the Appellant’s unavailing argument, the law is well settled, voluntary

intoxication is not a defense to murder.  Abeyta v. State, 137 So.3d 305, 312 (Miss. 2014). 

A voluntary intoxication instruction is proper when the defendant has made intoxication an

issue.  Baggett v. State, 793 So.2d 630, 636 (Miss. 2001) (instruction proper due to the facts

surrounding the murder and the nature of defense).  Such is the case here. 
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Evans repeatedly, through cross-examination of witnesses, made it known that he was

drunk and had been drinking.  Indeed, defense counsel even argued in his opening salvo that

“Mr. Evans on the day of the confrontation was under the influence of alcohol and pain

killers and marijuana . . . After her death Mr. Evans continued to abuse alcohol as well as

narcotics up until the very date that he was arrested.”  T. 698-99.  Again, in closing

arguments, defense counsel argued to the jury, “it was a tragic set of events set in motion by

or fueled by alcohol and drugs.  Mr. Evans gave his statements to both Investigator Luther

and to the Sun Herald explaining that he was drunk.”  T. 932.  While Evans splits hairs by

arguing that intoxication was not a defense but was “an alternative theory,” even the trial

judge recognized that “evidence of intoxication has been raised and is before the jury in this

case and, in fact, is part of Mr. Evans’ defense.”  T. 908.  

There was no error in giving the voluntary intoxication instruction.  There was ample

evidence in the record to support such an instruction.  The instruction was in proper form and

was not misleading.  Indeed, under the circumstances, the State submits it would have been

more confusing if the instruction had not been given in light of Evans’ reliance upon the fact

that alcohol played a role in the murder of Ms. Holling.  To the extent there was some error,

the State submits the instruction was harmless.      

C.  Continuous Transaction.

Evans aggrieves the giving on the following instruction, State’s 3A,
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The Court instructs the Jury that a killing occurring while engaged in
the commission of a robbery includes the actions of the defendant leading up
to the robbery, the occurrence of the robbery, and the aftermath of the robbery.

CP. 663, S-3A; T. 902-04, 923.  Importantly, the defense offered no objection to the

instruction.  T. 923.  Therefore, the claim is barred from consideration.  Without waiving the

bar, the State further submits the argument provides no basis for relief.   

Equally important and as conceded by Evans, this Court has repeatedly upheld

instructions on the continuous-transaction doctrine.  Ronk v. State, 172 So.3d 1112, 1129

(Miss. 2015).  The holding of Batiste v. State, 121 So.3d 808, 831-32 (Miss. 2013), a capital

murder robbery case, is indistinguishable.  This Court held, in Batiste, “where the two crimes

[e.g., murder and robbery] are connected in a chain of events and occur as part of the res

gestae, the crime of capital murder is sustained.”  Id. at 832 (citations omitted).  Under this

doctrine, the State does not have to prove the intent to rob the victim.  Id.  Rather, the State

must prove only that the two crimes are connected in a chain of events.  Id.  

The jury instruction followed this Court’s precedent and closely mirrored that

presented in both Batiste and Ronk.  Although the Appellant assembled an impressively

comprehensive argument, he is merely re-urging agreement previously settled and

challenging the recent holdings of the Court.  He, however, offers nothing that should

persuade this Court to change course.  As a result, this claim lack any merit and should be

summarily denied.   
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Ground Seven:  The Jury was Properly Instructed on the Applicable Law
During Sentencing. 

A.  Aggravating Instruction

In Ground Seven, Evans asserts that the trial court erred instructing the jury with

respect to the aggravating circumstance.  The now objectionable instruction included this

language, 

Consider only the following aggravating circumstance in determining
whether the death penalty should be imposed:

1. The capital offense was committed for pecuniary gain during the
course of a robbery.

CP. 707.  There was much debate about this instruction, in particular, the language.  T. 1013-

15.  The trial judge correctly held, however, that the instruction would be given.  T. 1019. 

Evans argues that this instruction contains two statutory aggravators and resulted in the

double consideration of the robbery.  

This Court has recently considered and rejected the same argument in Flowers v.

State, 158 So.3d 1009, 1067-68 (Miss. 2014) cert. granted on other grounds, 2016 WL

3369523 (June 20, 2016).  The identical instruction was used in Flowers, “The capital

offense was committed while the Defendant was engaged in the commission of the crime of

armed robbery for pecuniary gain.”  Id. at 1067.  This Court held, “[w]hen pecuniary gain

and armed robbery are used within the same factor, however, the concern of the jury ‘doubly

weighing’ the aggravating factors is not present.”  Id. at 1068.  
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While the validity of the Flower’s decision may be in legal limbo, the conclusion is

sound and has been upheld in other cases.  The same instruction was also given approval in

Howell v. State, 860 So.2d 704, 755-56 (Miss. 2003) and Turner v. State, 732 So.2d 937,

954-55 (Miss. 1999).  Evans’ case presents nothing new for this Court’s consideration.  He

merely urges the Court to reconsider its position on this point.  Therefore, the State submits

that the claim should be denied in accordance with the existing precedent of this Court.  

B.  Mitigation Instruction.

Evans asserts that the court erred in refusing his proposed mitigation instruction D-17. 

CP. 684; T. 1025-26.  That instruction as proposed read,

Mitigating circumstances differ from aggravating circumstances
because you are not required to be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that
a mitigating circumstance exists before you must take that circumstance into
account as you deliberate this case.  You must consider a mitigating
circumstance if you believe that there is any evidence to support it.  Neither are
you bound to all agree on the existence of a mitigating circumstance, as you
are with an aggravating circumstance.  To the contrary, you must–as an
individual juror–find a mitigating circumstance to be present if you believe
there is any evidence to support it, even if one or all of the other jurors
disagree with you.  This is wholly individual decision on your part.  Each juror
must consider every mitigating factor that he or she individually finds to exist. 

CP. 684.  The State objected to the instruction because it was fairly covered in S-10, the long

form instruction and verdict form.  CP. 706-10.  The defense suggested, and the court agreed,

that the instruction remove the word “must” and replace it with “may” to make it acceptable

and proper.  T. 1028-29.  The following morning, defense counsel tendered an amended

instruction, D-17B which was given without objection.  The instruction as amended read,
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Mitigating circumstances differ from aggravating circumstances
because you are not required to be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that
a mitigating circumstance exists before you must take that circumstance into
account as you deliberate this case.  You may consider a mitigating
circumstance if you believe that there is any evidence to support it.  Neither are
you bound to all agree on the existence of a mitigating circumstance, as you
are with an aggravating circumstance.  To the contrary, you may–as an
individual juror–find a mitigating circumstance to be present if you believe
there is any evidence to support it, even if one or all of the other jurors
disagree with you.  This is wholly individual decision on your part.  Each juror
may consider every mitigating factor that he or she individually finds to exist.

CP. 712 (emphasis added).  Giving Evans’ D-17B, as amended, above, seemingly negates

any claim of error.

Nevertheless, the Appellant interestingly cites Blue v. State, 674 So.2d 1184, 1226-27

(Miss. 1996), in support of his argument that D-17 should have been given.  Although Blue

has been overruled on other grounds, it does not lend any credence to Evans’ argument.  See

King v. State, 784 So.2d 884 (Miss. 2001).  In fact, Blue actually held that the trial court is

not required to give a mitigation instruction where it is fairly covered elsewhere.  674 So.2d

at 1227.  The Blue holding recommended that a mitigation instruction be given but stopped

short of requiring them in every case.  Id.

Furthermore, the long instruction given to the jury is entirely consistent with

instructions given in countless other capital murder cases.  CP. 706-10.  The instruction also

properly defined and explained to the jury how mitigation evidence was to be received and

considered.  Notably, the instruction did not, in any fashion, place limitations on how the jury

was to regard evidence in mitigation.  The instruction specifically provided, in part,
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If the above aggravating circumstance is found to exist beyond a
reasonable doubt, then each of you must consider whether there are mitigating
circumstances which outweigh the aggravating circumstance.  Consider the
following elements of mitigation in determining whether the death penalty
should not be imposed:

1. The offense was committed while the defendant was under the
influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance.

2. Any other matter, any other aspect of the Defendant’s character
or record, and any other circumstance of the offense brought to
you during the trial of this case which you, the Jury, deem to be
mitigating on behalf of the Defendant, including but not limited
to: 

a) Family history of mental illness;
b) Family history of substance abuse;
c) Separation and divorce of parents during

childhood;
d) Emotional abuse by his mother;
e) Limited formal education;
f) Personal History of substance use beginning in

childhood; and
g) Witnessing a traumatic event.

If you individually find from the evidence that one or more of the
preceding elements of mitigation exists, then you must consider whether they
outweigh or overcome the aggravating circumstance you previously found.  In
the event that you find that the mitigating circumstances do not outweigh the
aggravating circumstance, you may impose the death sentence.  Should you
find that the mitigating circumstances outweigh or overcome the aggravating
circumstance, you shall not impose the death sentence.

CP. 707-08.  

Both instructions given, D-17B and the long instruction quoted above, contradict

Evans’ claim that the trial court somehow limited the jury’s consideration of mitigating

evidence.  His claim should be denied. 
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C. Unanimous Verdict.

During the sentencing phase, the court gave the following instruction,

The verdict of the jury must represent the considered judgment of each
juror.  In order to return a verdict it will be necessary that each juror agree
thereto.  In other words, all twelve jurors must agree on a verdict in this case. 
It is your duty as jurors to consult with one another and to deliberate in view
of reaching an agreement if you can do so without violent to you[r] individual
judgment.  Each of you must decide the case for yourself, but do so only after
an impartial consideration of the evidence with your fellow jurors.  In the
course of your deliberations do not hesitate to re-examine your own views and
change your opinion if convinced it is erroneous, but do not surrender your
honest convictions as to the weight or effect of the evidence solely because of
the opinion of your fellow jurors or for the mere purpose of returning a verdict. 

CP. 690.  The instruction was given without objection from defense counsel.  T. 1012.  Evans

claims that the instruction was erroneous and requires reversal because it requires unanimity.

This claim is barred from consideration based on Evans’ failure to object during trial.  

Procedural bar notwithstanding, the claim has no merit.  Because the jury’s sentencing

options were covered by the long form instruction (CP. 706-10), Wilcher v. State, 697 So.2d

1123, 1136 (Miss. 1997), disposes of this argument.  This identical claim was presented in

Wilcher, where the defendant argued that a single given instruction failed to inform the jury

they failing to agree was an option under Miss. Code Ann. § 99-19-103.  Id. at 1136. 

Another instruction, however, plainly gave the jury three options for sentencing, (1) death,

(2) life or (3) unable to agree unanimously.  Id.  This Court held that the instruction read as

a whole properly informed the jury that they could return to the courtroom and report that

they were unable to agree unanimously on punishment.  Id.  The argument was denied.  Id. 
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The instructions in Evans are virtually identical.  The long form instruction provided

the jurors with the three statutory sentencing options.  CP. 706-10.  The first option was death

(CP. 706-09); the second sentencing option was life imprisonment without the possibility of

parole (CP. 710); and the third option was “We, the Jury, are unable to agree unanimously

on punishment” (CP. 710).  So taken as a whole, as they must be, the jury instructions were

an accurate reelection of the law.  There was no error.  Stringer v. State, 500 So.2d 928, 945

(Miss.1986) (this Court held that the trial judge did not err by failing to inform the jury that,

“if they were unable to agree within a reasonable time on the punishment to be imposed, [the

defendant] would be sentenced to life imprisonment.”).   

Ground Eight:  The Sentence Imposed Comported with all Dictates of the
Constitution and the Precedent of this Court.

Evans readily admits that his Ground Eight is inconsistent with United State Supreme

Court Precedent and holdings of this Court.  Undeterred, he urges this Court to revisit and

abandon prior precedent.  The State submits that none of the arguments presented by Evans

are worthy of relief.  

In support of his argument which rapidly departs from all legal support, Evans cites

to Hall v. Florida, 134 S.Ct. 1986 (2014) and Brumfield v. Cain, 135 S.Ct. 2269 (2015).  The

State fails to grasp how these cases further Evans’ argument.  In Hall, the Supreme Court

took up the constitutionality of Florida’s capital sentencing scheme so far as it related to 

exploration of a defendant’s intellectuals disability.  134 S.Ct. at 1990.  Florida instituted a

bright line rule which defined a intellectual disability to require an IQ score of 70 or less. 
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Id.  Under Florida law, if a defendant had a score above 70 he is precluded from exploring

the possibility of any intellectual disability.  Id.  To briefly summarize the decision, the

United States Supreme Court held that this rigid rule failed to consider the standard error of

measurement in intellectual testing and set arbitrary limits without regard to the testing 

acknowledged margin of error.  Id. at 2001.

Hall does not aid Evans’ claim because Mississippi does not apply a bright line or

rigid rule to a determination of intellectual disability.  To the contrary and unlike Florida,

Mississippi’s determination of mental retardation does take into consideration the margin of

error in intellectual testing.  See Chase v. State, 171 So.3d 463, 468 (Miss. 2015) (“We also

recognized that, while mild intellectual disability describes persons with an IQ between 55

and 70, intellectual disability ‘may under certain conditions, be present in an individual with

an IQ of up to 75.’”).  Hall, therefore, has no impact on Mississippi’s capital sentencing

scheme.  Brumfield similarly concerns the limitations of sentencing an intellecutally disable

defendant to death.  Evans has made no claim of being mentally retarded and there is no

proof in the record.      

Evans calls attention to the United States Supreme Court’s recent decision in Glossip

v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. 2726 (2015).  Ironically, the majority opinion in Glossip found

Oklahoma’s lethal injection protocol was constitutional.  Again, Glossip does not bolster

Evans’ call for action.  He cites, however, to Justice Bryer’s dissenting opinion to build the

remainder of his argument which is nothing more than a general attack on the death
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penalty–argument was has all been rejected by this Court.  See Cox, 183 So.3d at 59

(rejecting constitutional challenge to Miss. Code Ann. § 99-19-101); Dickerson, 175 So.3d

at 33; Ronk, 172 So.3d at 1145; Corrothers v. State, 148 So.3d 278, 320 (Miss. 2014)

(aggravating circumstances not required in the indictment); Batiste, 121 So.3d at 871-72

(rejecting a claim identical to Evans’ “scienter” argument; also rejecting claim that the

proportionality review was inadequate); Galloway v. State, 122 So.3d 614, 680 (Miss. 2013)

(death penalty not applied in a discriminatory manner).  Evans makes no specific claim

related to the facts of his case.  He has presented nothing new or novel that should persuade

the Court to retreat from its well established prior precedent.  Therefore, Ground Eight

should be wholly denied.

Ground Nine:  The Death Sentence is Proportionate to Other Death 
Sentences.

In Ground Nine, Evans alleges that his sentence is disproportionate to individuals

sentence to death in other states and that in conducting its proportionality review under Miss.

Code Ann. § 99-19-105, this Court must consider similar cases where the death penalty was

not imposed.  Again, Evans builds his claim on a unsettled foundation of dissenting opinions. 

Moreover, this challenge too has already been decided adversely to Evans.  Cox, 183 So.3d

at 59; Ronk, 172 So.3d at 1145.  The State submits that Evans has presented nothing new that

warrants departure from this Court’s precedent.  

Furthermore, Evans sentence is proportional to other cases where the death penalty

was imposed.  Cox, 183 So.3d at 42 (shot and killed his estranged wife); Dickerson, 175
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So.3d at 12-14 (shot and burned his estranged girlfriend); Ronk, 172 So.3d at 1145 (stabbed

and burned his former girlfriend to death); Batiste, 121 So.3d at 827 (killed his roommate

with a blunt force object).  Evans’ sentence is not disproportionate from the these cases.    

Ground Ten:  There were No Errors, thus, there were No Errors to Result
in a Cumulative Effect.

Finally, Evans asserts that the cumulative effect of the alleged errors requires that his

sentence be vacated.  The State asserts there are no errors, conceivable or actual, that would

warrant granting the Appellant the relief which he seeks.  “The question . . . is whether the

cumulative effect of all errors committed during the trial deprived [the appellant] of a

fundamentally fair and impartial trial.  Walker v. State, 913 So.2d 198, 249 (Miss. 2005)

(citing Conner v. State, 632 So.2d 1239, 1278 (Miss. 1993)).  The authority on which the

State relies confirms each issue the Appellant raises herein is entirely without merit.  “Where

there is no reversible error in any part, . . . . there is no reversible error to the whole.”  Doss

v. State, 709 So.2d 369, 401 (Miss. 1996) (quoting McFee v. State, 511 So.2d 130, 136

(Miss. 1987)).

But, if this Court were to find errors actually exist, then the State submits those errors

are inconsequential, harmless beyond a reasonable doubt and do not warrant reversal of the

Appellant’s conviction or sentence.  “A criminal defendant is not entitled to a perfect trial, only

a fair trial.”  Walker, 913 So.2d at 249 (citations omitted).  The record reflects that Evans

received all that he was entitled to, a fair trial.  This assignment of error is without merit.  See

also McGilberry v. State, 741 So.2d 894, 924 (Miss. 1999). 
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CONCLUSION
For the above and foregoing reasons the State submits that the sentence of death

should be affirmed.  

Respectfully submitted this the 1st day of July, 2016,

JIM HOOD
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

CAMERON L. BENTON
SPECIAL   ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
Miss. Bar No. 101207
(Counsel of Record)

BY:   s/ Cameron L. Benton                           
CAMERON L. BENTON

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Post Office Box 220
Jackson, Mississippi 39205
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